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Canners Were Busy
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8 to 14, are now being made, and a
special committee has been appointed for that week to assist Allen
Payson, fire chief and chairman of
the Fire Prevention Committee of
the Chamber of .Commerce.
Members of the Fire Prevention
Week general committee are: Percy
Keller;, chairman; Raymond Man
ning, Carroll Burrill and Allen Payson. Heading the sub-committees
are: Charles tLord, for the schoo's;
Alexander Dcrity, for industries;
Sam Batty for the Boy Scouts;
Harold Nash, Rotary Club; Gilbert
Laite, Lions Club; Betty Foxwell,
publicity.
The program for the week will be

^announced shortly.

Camden has won national honors
for its fire prevention work in past
years, with citizens co-operating in
an outstanding manner with the
Fire Department's efforts to pre
vent Are losses in Camden. In 1943
the fire loss of $1,135 or $ 31 per
capita, was far below the national
average of $2.77 per capita.
COURT REPORTER RESIGNS

Arthur H. Whitman of Falmouth
Foreside, senior State official court
reporter, has submitted hie resigna
tion to Chief Justice Guy H. Sturgis
of the Supreme Court of Maine.
Sf Whitman, past 72 years of age, will
retire Oct 15. Although he never
practiced', Whitman had passed his
examinations and been admitted
to the bar. His frequent appear
ance in Knox County, at court
terms, earned him many friends
here.

Supper and Auction
Sale
ST. GEORGE GRANGE

Wednesday, Sept. 20

and its affiliated organizations
throughout the State will be
launched Nov. 20
In view of the fact that the na
tion’s business showed an increase
of 8’£ in 1943. the State and local
budgets will be increased according
ly as compared with their quota of
the year before. It is interesting
to note that in the assocation of the
seal sale dollar 75 cents remains in
the looal organnzation area; 25
cents goes to the State Association,
“and of that amount five cents is
sent to the National Tuberculosis
Association for their program on
research and tuberculosis preven
tion.
The State Association provides
without cost to the affiliated services
the seals and posters for the cam
paign. Last year Maine Public
Health Association raided about
nine cents per capita and Miss
Frances Brophy of the National As
sociation in conference in this
State last week said that the Maine
seal sale compared most favorably
with that of other States.
Organizations affiliated with the
MPHA are already engaged in
making plans for their annual
meetings. Piscataquis County Nurs
ing Service has set Oct. 5 as their
tentative date for a meeting in
Greenville Community Hall. The
Hancock County Nursing Service
will hold its annual meeting in
Ellsworth also in that month. Sep t
20 is the date for the Flanders Bay
Nursing Service meeting and in the
evening of that day moving pictures
and a talk on tuberculosis preven
tion will be given in the Hancock
Community House by Theresa R
Anderson, R N., Director of Adult
Health Education, MPH A. Mrs.
Anderson has also been invited to
address regional meetings of the
Extension Service Home Demon
stration Agents to be held Sept. 27
at Lewiston and Sept- 29 at Orono.

74-75

Buy War Bonds and Stamps

partment of Education, announced

211.364 cans

that

were

processed

this Summer in the 36 Maine can

ning centers up to and

inclualng

the week ending Sept. 8.

Most of the centers throughout
Maine were open for a seven-week
period, ending Sept. 1. although a
few towns kept their centers open
for a week or two longer. However,
a new plan inaugurated last year
to continue Pall canning in the
schools with schook children and a
few adult volunteers processing
available produce for the school
lunch' program is now under way.
Production during this Fall can
ning program will be Included in
final production figures. In all in
stances when women used the fa
cilities of the canning centers, one
can out of five was left at the cen
ter for the school lunch program,
but surplus foods donated to the
centers by fanners and victory gar
dens were processed by volunteers
for the exclusive usd of the lunch
projects. A variety of produce,
fruits and vegetables, chicken- fish
and meats were canned in the cen
ters, some commercially bought and
the preponderance heme-grown. De
spite the intense heat and drought
of the Summer, figures of produc
tion were relatively high.
The canning center project was
Joint enterprise of the Department
of Education, under the direction
of Miss Jenkins, and ctf the Citizens
Service Corps, under the direction
of Mrs. Donald M. Payson, with the
University of Maine Extension
Service and the State nutrition
committee co-operating.
Mias Jenkin’s department was in
charge of the directors and assist
ants in every canning center who
assisted the housewife in processing
her food, while the Citizens Service
Corps w’as responsible for volunteer
participation and securing available
produce. Miss Helen Madsen as
sisted Miss Jenkins in supervision
of the centers and their, equipment.
This was the

third successful

year of canning center operations
throughout Maine.

THE MASONIC CINEMA

YOUR SON IS MY BROTHER”
*

•

GREGORY’S
Top To Toe Outfitters

At Masonic Temple, Rockland
THURSDAY, SEPT. 21-8.00 P. M.
All Masons and their Guests, including Members of the O. E. S.
invited

UNLIMITED AMOUNT OF
CRABS

SUPPER AT 6.30—75 CENTS
74-75

FOR SALE
Green Mountain Potatoes for Winter, grown from
Maine Certified Seed. White and mealy, grown on
high land. Delivered in three-bushel lots (price
$2.25 per bushel) in Rockland, Camden, Thomas
ton and Warren.

A. E. BURNS
CLARRY HILL, UNION

75.it

—

He just couldn’t go

Buy War Bonds and Stamps

by our windows once

WASTE PAPER

EXPERIENCED OR LEARNERS

COLLECTION

ATTENTION VETERANS!
WORLD WARS I AND II

. FALL SUITS
$27.50 to $45.00
NEW SPORT JACKETS
$15.00 to $20.00

This ad is sponsored by the American Legion
Posts of Knox County and V. F. W.
75-it

NEW WOOL SHIRTS

Newspapers
Magazines
Brown Paper
Corrugated Boxes

$7.50, $8.00, $9.00

NEW RATS
$2.95 to $7.50

Earn While You Learn—Apply In Person
5

VAN BAALEN, HEILBRUN & CO.
CAMDEN ST.

TEL. 1385

NEW HOSIERY
25c to $1.00
EVERYTHING POR THE
ROYS, TOO

GREGORY’S

ROCKLAND, ME.
76-tI

416 MAIN ST.
T

TEL. 294

(By The Roving Reporter)

That woman who asked Gov. Sew i the red lid only as "Constantine,"
all to send her a sample ctf Maine ! and would very much like to know
soil so that she might sprinkle it on his whole name although it doesn't
the graves of the war dead, has got
her wish, althodfeh the Governor J seem to matter to him as this jolly
turned hands down on it. He sent I man seem to know everyone and is a
her a State Flag, but she returned j fine singer. Thus writes our Pleas
it without thanks. A York County ant Point correspondent. Mrs. Fanman forwarded her a sample* of j nie Davis, who is hereby introduced
Maine soil. He probably couldn’t
understand why Gov. Sewall refused to Sophocles Constantine of 68 Me
the request any more than we can.— chanic street, Rcckland. And he
Bridgton News.
certainly merits the nice words Mrs.
Isn’t the whole thing a tempest in Davis says about him.
a well known article of kitchenware?
One year ago: Sgt. Hendrich
The old saying that ‘‘there’s noth 1 Wansink of Camden was killed ir*
ing new under the sun” is doubtless North Africa—Irving Elwell, Brook
correct, but what are you going to barber, fell and broke one ctf his
do with Mervyn Flanders, the wrists—Amcng the deaths: Rock
North End florist, who broke one of port. Mrs. Charles E. Price, 77;
his fingers pulling on a stocking?
Cushing, James O. Chadwick 94:
Thomaston, Adelbert V. Woodcock,
Now if only somebody would mow 85.
those unsightly burdocks at the cor
THE BARACA CLASS
ner of Limerock and White streets
it would be a start toward that city
The Baraca Class of the Metho
park project.
dist Church met Wednesday night
for business meeting and entertain
Inquiry as to what has become of
the aged schooner Polly brings ment. President Doris V Hyler
from Capt. David L. Haskell the presided. The guest speaker was
belief that the famous craft may Miss Hazel Lane, of Rockport, Di
still be at Annapolis whither she rector of Rural Religious Education
was taken a considerable number cf Knox County, who told about her
of years ago.
work in the rural districts. In many
places the children had no religious
One of the first public lawns to education except through the
receive attention after the hurricane schools. Through her efforts many
was that -surrounding the Commu children were having a Sunday
nity Building Saturday afternoon School in their homes, taught by
found the efficient custodian Bert an older child In several places
•Keene busy with rake and match churches and chapels long closed
and presto! the wind-blown rub were being repaired and opened for
bish disappeared.
meetings. Entertainment consisted
of several interesting contests di
Comparatively few of our citi rected by Mrs. Ivy Chatto and Mrs.
zens would care to climb that long Leona Flint Refreshments were
and dizzy ladder over w’hich the
served The committee in charge
workmen climb daily in the process
was Mrs. Fannie Dow, Mrs. Ivy
of repairing the Court House eaves.
Chatto. Mrs. Leona Flint and Mrs.
But at least one of the men looks
1 Kate Gould.
upon it as merely child's play, for
one of his first tasks after entering
Mrs Nina Greeley is employed as
upon that vocation was to cross a
bookkeeper at the Studley furniture
narrow plank which connected two
store.
sections on the 15th story of a build
ing which was in process of erec
tion. Admits he was mighty scared.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had mv life tn live again I
Twelve stitches were taken in the would
made a rule to read some
auto driver who poetry have
and listen to some music at
forgot to use his head. —Press Her least once a week. The loss of these
tastes is a loss of happiness.—Charles
ald.
head of a Texas

I suppose if he had used one or
them in time only three would

In a recent issue I read in The
Black Cat of a boy or man appear
ing in a pair of red pants. Could it
be the jolly man who wears the red
felt hat? Tf not they should get to
gether. I know the man who wears

Darwin.

ALL’S WELL
The clouds, which ils^»with thunder,
slake
Our thirsty souls with rain;
The blow most dreaded falls to break
From off our limbs a chain;
And wrongs of man to man but make
The love of God more plain.
As through the shadewn lens of even,
The eye looks farthest into heaven
On gleams of star and depths of blue
The glaring sunshine never knew.
------ By John Greenleaf Whittier

YOUR HEATING SYSTEM IS NO BETTER THAN

IT IS ENGINEERED

Flat in Bundles of

NOW AVAILABLE—AND IN STOCK

around 25 pounds

"And believe it or not’’ these items have been

The Need Is Acute!

almost museum pieces!

75-77

HELP WANTED
MEN, WOMEN AND GIRLS
LAFAYETTE PACKING CO.

ALSO

Electrolux Vacuum

THE ELECTRONIC JANITOR

Cleaner Users

Thermostatic Draft Control

Representative will be in Rock
land and vicinity SEP. 23; if you
would like your cleaner checked
free of charge and the Neces
sary Repairs Made while parts
are available, write—

ELECTROLUX CORP.

ROCKLAND, ME.

WIRE FLUE BRUSHES
Assorted Sizes

in beautiful plaids

Work Under Ideal Conditions In a Daylight Factory

r

Thursday, Sept. 28

Albert Finnemore from the Veteran’s Administra
tion will be at the Dept. of Health and Welfare Office
471 Main street, Rockland, every Monday, hours:
9 to 12, 1 to 4 and 5 to 8. For appointment, call
Rockland 983 before Firday noon, or call at the
office on Mondays. Mr. Finnemore will assist all
Knox County Veterans, widows and parents of de
ceased veterans on all veterans’ problems.

In he walked and ordered the
outfit that was in our window.
We’re changing windows to
day. How about you?

The Black Cat

ROCKLAND, ME.
75-76

Here’s a man who tried to beat
the style urge that’s tn every man
when he’s a day old.

Volume 99.. .. .. .. . Number 75.

have been necessary.

TEL. 1191

again...

This customer went by our
Fall displays every day on his
way to work. He passed by 42
times . . . bat, ah . . . the 43d
time he foil.

STITCHERS
WANTED

services.
Pvt. Wilbert L- Robinson, 20. is
The Aviation Cadets somewhere
Methodist Hosts
in France. He entered
service Feb. 25. 1943 and received
Pratt Memorial Church En Rhea Gardner High Line, his basic training at Camp Maxey.
Texas, and further training at Camp
Having Read 52 Books
tertains Four Visiting
Gruber, Okla., Shreveport, La., and
This Summer
Camp Shelby, Miss., before going
Groups
overseas last April On his arrival
•“The Aviation Cadet" Summer
The Pratt Memorial Methodist
overseas he was stationed some
Church. Rev Alfred G. Hempstead, Reading Club at the Public Library where in England where he re
minister, was host Friday to groups closed Saturday. Of the 52 en mained until the last of June when
from Searsport, Belfast, Camden rolled. 25 read the required num he was sent to France, where he has
and Rockpoht, for a Sub-District ber of books, ten, to become aviation taken part in some of the major
Youth Rally and Board cf Educa ' cadets. Rhea Gardner was ’ high engagements. Before entering the
armed forces he was employed at
tion Leadership conference. Rev. line" with a total cf 52 books read
the Snow Shipyards
Alfred Ives of Winthrop, religious during the Summer. The others,
Joseph H. Robinson, S2c, who is
education leader for the Augusta with number of books read, weTe: 1*9, who enlisted in the Navy in Au
district opened the afternoon meet Annie Wood, 18; Orrin Blaisdell. 18; gust 1943, is on the heavy cruiser
ing with devotions and this was fol Charlotte Brackett, .20; Lee Ann Quincy and is somewhere on the
Dudley, 27; Mary Libby, 32; Nancy
lowed by discussion groups.
European invasion coast. On D-Day,
A picnic supper was served at 6 Post, 23; Betty Griffith, 13; Patricia his ship, with other allied warships,
p m., by Mrs. Vincie Clark, Mrs. Ann Griffith, 23; Carol Clarke, 10; took part in the invasion of the
Herman Stanley and Mrs. John A. Carrie Venezia. 10; Douglas Good- Cherbourg Peninsula. June 11, a
j win, II; Alice Crie. 10; Charlotte
Stevens
broadcast was relayed to the United
The evening session opened with Dean. 13; Carol Kent, 11; Madeline States direct from U.SS. Quincy
16;
Arlene
Miller,
devotions conducted by Miss Betty McCombs,
in action, shooting down enemy
'll;
Jane
Pendleton,
10;
Alberta
Hempstead and Miss June Chatto
planes.
The zooming planes and
played a piano solo. The address Sprague, 10; Sylvia Nelsen, 20; the gunfire frem the ship could be
was given by Rev H. F Aldrich ctf Jeannine Leach, 10; Margaret Gris- heard very plainly as it came over
Augusta, district superintendent, his pi. 10; Betty Libby. 10; Jchn Gat
the radio.
subject being, ‘‘Crusade for Christ.’’ combe. 10 and Christine Namu, 11
Since D-day his ship has taken
This was followed by group discus i Seventeen of the 25 ‘‘cadets’’ en- part in several other major engage
sions of Sunday School methods 1 joyed a picnic before the out-of- ments off the Cherbourg Peninsula
dcors fireplace at the home of Mr.
and the Youth organization.
Upon entering the Navy he went to
Those present included: Rev. and Mrs Fred C. Gatcombe Satur Newport, R. I., ior his boot training
day afternoon. Those unable to at
Hanford Wright of Livermore Fal’s,
tend were: Annie Wood, Carol and armed guard training.
leader of youth group for the dis
After finishing at Newport he was
Clarke, Carrie Venezia, Carol Kent,
trict; Rev. George J. Volz of Sears
transferred
to Boston where he
Arlene Miller, Jane Pendleton, Al
port ; Rev. A. F Leigh of Belfast,
w
’
ent
to
a
gunnery
school for six
berta Sprague and Sylvia Nelson.
Rev. Henry L. Beukelman of Cam
Special prizes for Rhea Gardner weeks before being assigned to a
den, Rev. James W Barr of Rock
and Orrin Blaisdell. leaders of the ship. The latter part of January,
port. Rev. Mr: Aldrich and Rev. Mr.
girls’ and boys' groups and certifi the Quincy went to Trinidad, S. A.,
Ives,
cates for all others, will be present where it remained fcr a short time,
returning to the home port of Bos
Kenneth Scoville. a Portland fish ed during Book Week which starts
ton, in March for repairs. Prior to
Nov. 12.
erman on the fishing vessel, Notre
enlistment he was employed at the
Dame, is a patient at Knox Hospi
Snow Shipyards.
Seventy-four
members
cf
the
8th
tal, suffering with injuries received
Pvt. Condon H. Robinson, the
and 9th Air Forces, which have been
in a fall from the F. J. O’Hara
eldest
son, 24 years cf age, enlisted
wharf Saturday afternoon
He operating in the European theatre
in
the
State Guard at Rcckland in
struck the rail of the vessel and and a handful of veterans from the
August
1940. Shortly after" he"went
then fell into the water and was PfiWIK' came through Devens Re
to Portland where he remained
rescued by Coast Guardsmen. He ceiving Station today ready to start
until March 1943, when he was
on
21
-day
furlough
under
tne
ro

is under the care of Dr. Charles D.
transferred to Camp Stewart, Ga.
tating
plan.
Among
the
returning
North.
soldiers was S. Sgt. Albert Lind of April 10 he was again transferred
to Camp Shelby, Miss., where he
9 Linden street, Rockland.
SHOE AND RUBBER
stayed only two weeks and was then
MLss Louise Veazie, daughter of sent to New York for embarkation
REPAIRING
Mayor and Mrs. Edward R. Veazie, and within a few days started on
left today for Portland where she his long jeumey for overseas,
LEROY FIELD
will
enter Westbrook Junior Col where he arrived safely some time
7 MYRTLE ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
lege.
the first of May.
75*76
He first went to North Africa and
then to Sicily and from there he
was sent to Italy where he is at the
present time. He has been in some
ATTENTION FISHERMEN!
of the major engagements, which
have
taken place over there, one
WANTED
being the battle of Casino. In a
letter received from him a short
while ago, he said he had come
through so far without a scratch
but has had some awfully bad
! scares. Private Robinson has been
' overseas 17 months. He is well and
! getting along fine Previous to
; enlistment he was employed at the
Paramount Restaurant.

TUESDAY
ISSUE

If you have a hand fired heating job these con

trols are ideal for conservation of fuel-plus comfort.

We will be pleased to explain their operation
HELP THE GOVERNMENT—AND YOURSELF
BY CONSERVING FUEL

THE PEERLESS ENGINEERING CO.

Room 610

485 MAIN STREET,

477 CONGRESS ST.

Telephone 1271

PORTLAND, ME.

74-75

ROCKLAND, ME.

TELEPHONE 744
75-lt

76-It
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“Congress Mountain”

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

TWICE-A-WEEK

WORKING FOR VICTORY

TWICE-A-WEEK

editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
That Infallible Union His
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
torian, A. Jay See, Di
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
vulges Its Whereabouts
was established in 1855 and in 1891. changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1887.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Subscriptions
13.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
I
have
in
my
possession
two
proofs
K. 3. P.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
tha£ there is a Congress Moun
tain” in Knox County. The first is
W'hat to Do With Germany. Au
[EDITORIAL]
an
old map of Lincoln County,
thor, Louis Nizer. The Ziff- Davis
Morbid curiosity with small common
Publishing Co., New York and Chi showing a portion o f what is now
Knox County. The town of Warren
THOUGHTLESS sense content, is always in evidence after a
cago.
AND
disaster and! we saw it again on Sunday
This small volume Is packed full is included. This map shows roads,
WASTEFUL when 1000 cars sought to make their way
of excellent advice for future In location of houses, etc., including
onto Cape Cod, to view the hurricane dam
formation. The book is filled with one dot representing house now
age. This in spite of Gov. Saltonstall's appeal to keep away
exciting reading which belongs In owned by me.
The mountain west of Mount
from that zone tn the interest of salvage work. Didn’t the
the minds of the peace committees
Pleasant
is
desiganted
as
‘
Congress
10,000 ninnies know that their presence would prove a seri
when that board is at work on the
Mt.
”
I
live
In
the
valley
between
ous
handicap, and didn't they know that they were wasting
future care to prevent another war.
these
two
mountains,
aptly
named
thousands of gallons of gas, so sadly needed in the war
Not only Americans should think
effort? We see the same thing right here at home when
out this problem of the future of years ago by Mrs. William P. Da
scores of cars rush to the scene of a fire—generally nothing
Germany but the world’s men and vis, a former correspondent of your
more than a blazing chimney—and block the efforts of the
women of action should study care paper, “Mt. Pleasant Valley.”
firemen. Mor bid curiosity is a funny tiling.
Also I have an “Atlas of Maine”
fully to see that protection is main
tained from the Nazi, which Is published in 1887 which also shows
really Germany. Man must pro “Congress Mt” on its map of Knox
Gov. John W Bricker, the tremend
WHEN
ceed with greatest care to protect County. Late maps of this section
ously popular Republican candidate for vice
GOV. BRICKER
the lives of generations yet to come. show this mountain as Meadow Mt.,
president, swings across the State of Maine
COMES
Let us not be twigs, swept on by which name it is now universally
next Friday, making public appearances in
helplessly down the stream of life known.
four of the principal cities. The distinguislredi Ohioan will ar
by turbulent waters. Responsibility
Now I would not want the fact
rive in Portland Friday at 11.45 a. m. At City Hall he will
is ours. No backward looking for published that there are any deer
make an outdoor address from.the steps. He will attend the
us We must fight aU this substi roaming the woods and meadows of
luncheon of the Maine Safety Council at the Eastland Hotel
tution of a German-Japan destiny Meadow Mt., but I think that some
and speak to the delegates. Takfhg the train at 2.15, the
of future fate, and bring back to might be found in November around
party will reach Lewiston at’ 3.06 and make a seven-minute
them and to us the power of God Congress Mt., which is harder to
stop during which Gov. Bricker will speak to the crowd from
over the world.
the rear platform. A similar stop will be made at Waterville
find. I shall probably look around a
Kathleen S. Fuller
at 4.25. At Bangor a big Republican dinner will be held at
little.
6.45, after which there will be a public mass meeting at the
I have had some good hunting
Bangor auditorium. Although Gov. Bricker’s visit comes
days on Meadow Mt., but this year
WHEN NATURE AWAKENS
after the State campaign has passed into history it will by no
it Is ‘‘Congress Mountain” for me,
means be an anti-climax for the vice presidential candi
Magic Of Day and Night Arouses for change.
Years' ago one Bill
date will receive such a greeting as will convince him that
the Writer’s Awe
Lufkin now an aged citizen of
Maine
is thoroughly alive to the importance of the Presiden
Rodkland, did a little fancy shoot
tial
campaign
and that the record victory of Sept. 11 was no
The night was pungent with the ing at a deer on Meadow Mt., Did
mere
flash
in
the
pan. And when he starts on his westward
odor of earthy fragrance. Higher he kill the animal? Ask BUI. He
journey
he
will
have
leaarned that Maine’s heart is in the
and higher the moon climbed probably will not be afraid of the
right
place,
as
it
is
wont
to be.
through drifting clouds, beautiful law now.
and aloof; cold yet heart-melting in
It was Sunday, at least 30 years
grandeur as it plows through the ago. Everybody hunted Sundays
The Jewish people are celebrating the
hour-glass of time. Night sleeps then and there was game galore in
JEWS FACE advent of a new year—knewn officially as
with its mantle of violet tones and those days,
HAPPIER
5705 in the ancient Hebrew calendar. Rosh
especially rabbits
then quietly like one enters a woodcock and partridge. Now it is
NEW YEAR Hashanah—as the New Year is called in
Cathedral to worship, comes that aU foxes, deer and moose and the
Hebrew—is known as the Day of Judgment,
greatest of miracles the rise of the farmer suffers for lt as there is no
when, the synagogue teaches, God summons all for a full ac
sun.
counting, and wrhen, according to tradition, the books in
way yet discovered to stop damage
My heart warms to the first un to crop by deer.
which all the deeds of all men are inscribed are before Him.
foldings of the opening curtains of
These, Jewish tradition has it, are examined during the 10
No one with any sporting blood
day, and the darkness, like & ghost at all wants to shoot deer In Sum
days of Penitence which start with Rosh Hashanah, and! are
had vanished in the blue of blend- mer, so the deer population Is
finally sealed at the close of the Day of Atonement—Yorn
Kippur—which starts wdth the stirring Koi Nidre service
steadily increasing even around
Tuesday night, Sept. 26, and runs through until sundown
Congress Mountain as elsewhere.
Wednesday a day spent in prayer and fasting. The year 5705
A. Jay See.
marks a new era with the Jewish race, for it brings relief
Union, Sept. 18.
from the horrors which global warare brought upon it. Peace
andi happiness are in the offing for a race which has suffered
ing light. The realms of space
from atrocities such as no other race has ever known.
spread; before me In misty beauty
COFFEE
for one moment, then the august
VACUUM
The New England Crop Reporting
ness of dawn had silently taken all
PACKED
MAINE HAS
Service
estimates a reduction of 17 per
spaces.
No
more
mist
but
glorious
IN JARS
FEWER
cent
in
the
Maine potato crop as compared
golden light of day—casting away
POTATOES
with
last
year.
During the first half of
all shadows of fear or doubt or dis
August excessive heat, dry weather, aphis and flea beetle
content. The gold andi pink and
damage, affected the crop adversely. Heavy showers, how
blue pronounced it day.
ever, soon after the middle of August relieved needs for mois
How seldom do humans gather
ture and reduced insect populations. Growth of some early
into the folds of appreciation of
Cobbler
and Chippewa acreage was terminated by these ad
this miracle of each 24 hours, and
verse
conditions.
However, on Sept. 1, vine growth in most
WE WILL PAY
take its full meaning into their
Aroostook
potato
fields
was in relatively good condition al
It comes, we feel, secure it
O.P. A. CEILING PRICES hearts?
though
most
sections
were
too dry for potatoes to make much
wiU repeat, year after year, this
growth.
Rains
received
since
Sept. 1 should enable tubers,
FOR GOOD CLEAN
nature wonder for our benefit.
which
were
small
on
Sept.
1
to make considerable further
Should) iwe not be more thankful for
growth.
USED CARS
aU that it means to humanity as
weU as all life?—K. S. F.

Book Review

GARDEN
ofALLAI

The

-

ROCKLAND

70-tf

Back the attack—Buy More Than
' Before Buy more . . . double what
| jou did before. Buy more than be
fore in the 5th War Loan.

SUMMER SCHEDULE

VINALHAVEN II
Leave Vinalhaven 1 A. M. ............. . .... Arrive Rockland 8.20 A. M.
Rockland 9.30 A. M. ._.............................. .......Vinalhaven 10.fi© A. M.
Vinalhaven 1 P. M............ ....... ........................ Rockland 2.20 P. M.
Rockland 130 P. M. .——___ __________ Vinalhaven 4.50 P. M.

DAILY

EXCEPT

SUNDAYS

Starting Sunday, June 18 Will Run Sundays
Vinalhaven Port District

47-tf

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS
VIA STR. VINALHAVEN H

TO VINALHAVEN
Lv. Vinalhaven for Rockland Sat. 5:30 P. M.
Lv. McLoon Wharf for Vinalhaven 8:30 A. M.
Lv. Vinalhaven for Rockland 4:00 P. M.

Steamer will return to Vinalhaven at 5:30 P. M.

each Sunday

German

attack

on

received

by

his parents, Mr. and

infantry following injury to one of
his ankles. He was at one time a
corporal in the local unit of the
Maine State Guard. His present
address is: Halloran Hospital, Stat
en Island, N. Y.

Pvt. Willard Robinson Hilt, who
will spend his furlough in St.
Georgie, with his parents, Capt.
and Mrs. Frank O. Hilt.
• • • •
Corp. William M. Burns. Jr., who
has been spending a 15-days' fur
lough with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs.

Burns, Sr., has

An Able 75 Foot Diesel—Freight and Passenger
CAPT. FRANCIS LIPOVSKY, Master
Lv. North Haven 8 A. M. ------- ---------- Arr. Rockland 9-2© A M.
Lv. Rockland 3.10 P. M...................... Arr. North Haven 4.30 P. M.
Connecting 2.55 P. M. Train
Special Saturday Night Trip—Lv, North Haven 6.30 for Rockland
Special Sunday Excursions—Lv. Rockland 8 A. M. for North
Haven, Stonington, Swan’s Island. Arrive McLoon’s Wharf <MK
Return 7-30 P. M.
All Rockland Sailings From McLoon’s Wharf
33 FT. POWER BOAT AVAILABLE FOR CHARTER

66-78

TALK OF T

Sept. 26 Rockiai
meeting with Mrs H
Oct 1, Gen. Puln
Sept
24 Oft
1 P
Owl's Head Baptist C
Oct. b-14- -Fire Pre
Cainden.

Ralph Ulmer Camj
Veterans, has vott<
meeting a month dur
season.
Oeorge M Mats
Thomaston, before Ji
.J?winal in municipal <
pleaded guilty to a t
lng while under infli
on the road between (
South Thomaston Fi
a fine of $100 and co
cording to Ray A Ft
way policeman, who
rest, he ran off the
residence of E. S. BI
Head, damaging hi
suffering no injuriet

Miss Lois Althea T
ter of Mr. and Mi
Nichols, R. F. R 2, U
as a Freshman at Si
Ajg-gan her studies jt
Nichols is a Rocklai
graduate.
Miss Eva M Jone*
has entered the eni
Order office.
George Ryan goes
night for a four day

Visit Clinton F. Th
trist for a pair of go
Old County Road,
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to
day, Wednesday a
^Fhone 590 City.
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To All New England

PULPWOOD PRODUCERS
WAR MANPOWER COMMISSION

-TEA
ORAN.0

GENERAL AUT
REPAIRII

War Manpower Employment Stabilization Regulations

All Makes and

2.

3.

4.

Regardless of the size of the operation or the number of employees,
all pulpwood and lumber operators and woods workers are subject
to the Employment Stabilization Regulations.
No worker now employed in the production of pulpwood or lumber
may change from his present employment to accept other em
ployment without the approval of the United States Employment
Service of the War Manpower Commission.
No employer engaged in the production ot pulpwood or lumber may
hire a worker without the consent or approval of the United States
Employment Servict of the War Manpower Commission. A worker
may only be hired-who presents to the employer a referral card, di
rected to him, issued by the United States Employment Service.
Application for approval to hire a worker may be made by personal
call at the.nearest United States Employment Service Office where
arrangemnts may be made to use War Manpower Commission Maine
Form 106. Such approval or arrangements may be made at any one
of the local United States Employment Service offices of the War
Manpower Commission located at:
Bangor

Bath
Biddeford
Calais

Fro

Lowest Price** in

Good Work Gui

ANDREW Ci
132 THOMASTO'

ROCKLAND

REAL ES'
Listings wanted of

and all kinds of St
ties.

With or witho

Knox and Lincoln (

F, H. W(
COURT HOUSE, li

YOUR HEATING
NO BETTER TH

Skowhegan
Rumford
Sanford

Caribou
Houlton
Lewiston
Portland
Rockland

Augusta

ENGINEER

THE PEERLESS
485 MAIN 81
TELEPHONE
ROCKLAND,

Waterville

(Qigned) Paul E. Jones, War Manpower

PLUMBING, HEA1
OIL BURN!

Director for Maine

Augusta, Maine

WE ARE NOW SERVING
THREE MEALS PER DAY

Wei «

VA

EVERY DAY IN THE WEEK

BURP
Funeral

This letter published by the

(Sundays Included)

THORNDIKE HOTEL

him*"

SPF.CIAI. NO
Please do not eeU c
more, regarding Sadct
completely sold out.
was one: but on Jun<
have (but positively
have (but positively
me Qt the best ponleand saddle, that I h
It will cost nothing
no more than lt w
me. Election Is no*\
Ington went wringing
you might be able to
besides my merchand
to come up.
HAROLD B 1
Washington.
Home forenoons ai
Telephone

STATE OFFICE

BUY
WAR
BONDS

TO THE PUBUC
STEAMER “FREDDIE B”

to

Mrs. John Welch of Park street,
Football Season
Rockland, is: 1st Pl.. Co., A., 6th Bn.,
AS.F.T.C., Fort Belvoir. Va.
Next Saturday Rockland High
• • • •
Mrs. Donald A. Huntley of RockTackles Skowhegan At (
! land has received a cablegram from
Community' Park
j her brother-in-law. Albert G. Hunti ley of the U. S Merchant Marine,
Rockland High School’s football
) son of Mr. and Mrs. Austin (Hunt- season starts o.f Saturday with
ley, reading, *T am Lt and well." Coach James Connellan’s men
’ Mr. Huntley has recently been hos- ! meeting up with team from Skow
pitalized somewhere overseas
hegan High School at Communiiy
• •• •
Field. Mr. Cannellan has had the
Bainhridge, Ga.,—Now receiving assistance of Dertwood Bachelder in
basic flight training as an aviation supervising practice, for the first
cadet at the Bainbridge Army Air few days on the tennis courts be
Field is Raymond E. O'Brien, son of hind the High School building and
Mr. and Mrs. William L. O’Brien of for the past few days at Community
242 Limerock street. Rockland. He 1 Park.
1
completed pre-flight training at i Lettermen out for practice are
Maxwell Field, Ala., and his pri Harold Axtell, Donald Philbrook,
mary training at one of the many Charles Philbrook, Dale Lindsey.'
fields throughout the Southeast. William Folland, Donald MaLellan,
Bainbridge flying school, a unit of and Ervin Wooster.
Manager
the vast Army Air Forces Training Vance Norton, Jr., lists the follow
Command, is commanded by Colonel ing who are competing for places
Mills S. Savage, a graduate of on the team: Warren George, Clif
Georgia Tech and a veteran in the , ford Cameron, Sandy Gray, Olh’er
Army Air Forces Cadet O'Brien, I Holden, Dcnald Kelsey, Ernest
formerly a student of Rockland High Munro. Oscar Flint, Dennis Trask,
School, enlisted in the Air Forces i Donald Marsh, Charles Perry, WenJuly 28, 1913.
J dell Webber, Jack Hatteson, William
• • • *
i MdLellan, Maurice Googins, Earl
Staff Sgt. Henry (“Butch ’) Woos Hayford, Douglas Gerrish, Curtis
ter, son of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar E. Stone, Earl Bartlett, Robert McIn
Wooster of 18 Hall street. Rockland tosh, Leonard Galiano, Edwir,
who enlisted in September, 1941, has
The schedule for the season Is
been in New Guinea about two Hamlin and James Dowling,
years. He has sent home various as follows:
satt^enirs, including some Japanese |
23—(Skowhegan at Rockpaper money. His parents are now : land.
awaiting the arrival of a silk (Sept. 30—Rockland at Brewer.
Japanese battle flag. Another son,
Oct. 7—Open.
Pfc. Kentall Wooster of the Marine
Oct. 14—Morse High at Rockland
Corps, is hospitalized in a Naval
Oct. 21—(Rcckland at Gardiner
Hospital in the Solomons. He was
Oct 28—Winslow at Rockland.
in the battle for Bougainville and
Nov. 4—Rockland at Brunswick.
also saw 12 days of combat service
Nov. 11—Rockland at Hallowell.
on Guam.
• • • •
is now hospitalized in England. His
Pfc. Frederick L. Collins, Jr., who address may be obtained from his
served with the 134th Infantry in wife, Mrs. Cora Sabien of 655 Old
France, has been a medical patient County road, Rockland.
at a hospital in England since \ug.
4, according to word received by his
KEEP FAITH V
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Collins, Sr.,
of Mai n street, Rockland.
• * • •
Word has been received that Pfc.
Nelson A. Sabien has been wounded
in action somewhere in France and
WAR BONDS

Suursaari

Island and the belated Nazi statement that
insufficient time was allowed to withdraw
roops from Finland demonstrate that Hitled intends that Finland shall pay to the
last bitter farthing for her association with him. Unlike Ro
mania and Bulgaria Finland was not required to fight against
Hitler as the price of an armistice, provided the Nazis evacu
ated Finnish soil—which at this late stage in the German
debacle can hardly be a matter of concern to Hitler’s high
command. Contradictory rumors have been in circulation as
to the German willingness to disembarrass the Finns; some
times it was said elements of the Wehrmacht were leaving
northern Finland1 in all haste, while other reports had them
refusing to budge. And now, on the authority of an official
Finnish statement, the Germans have attacked Finnish
troops on Finnish soil and Berlin publicly refuses to withdraw
from the little state.
Certainly, whatever temporary advantage the Germans
might derive from the possession of an island in the Gulf of
Finland or from maintaining a garrison in the north would
be greatly outweighed by the revulsion their piratical acts
would cause in Finnish opinion. A real reapprochement be
tween Finland and Russia, as the result of a fresh act of Ger
man aggression, would go far toward clearing the political at
mosphere in the United Nations, which it has been Goebbels's
constant care to make as hurky as possible. It would also
Aiultiply the difficulties of the German troops in northern
Europe. •
All this the Germans must have known. It would seem
that they are either wantonly intent on making the extrica
tion of Finland from the war as difficult'as possible or are so
desperate for temporary advantage as to stap at nothing. To
the extent that this final revelation of the qualities of the
beast that has been brought to bay assists in mobilizing the
opinion of all Europe against HUlerism it is to be welcomed.
Nor can the fact that Germany is apparently willing to im
mobilize men that might be helping to defend her soil in dis
tant, fruitless contests with a new antagonist be deplored.
But war between Germany and Finland would mean tragic
new sacrifices for a land that, after suffering much, at last
saw peace ahead.
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ROCKLAND-NORTH HAVEN RUN

returned

Mrs. Robert D. Hillgrove of South Bowman Field, Ky.
Main street, Rockland.
• • • •
Pvt. Hillgrove is a qualified par
The address cf Pvt. William
atrooper, but was transferred to the (“Bill”) F. Welch, son of Mr. and

HITLER
TURNS ON
FINLAND

Vinalhaven Port District
*

Donald |A. Huntley, Sic, who has
completed a 21 weeks course at the
Aviation Machinists' Mbtes School
at Memphis, Tenn., has been trans
ferred to an advanced' school at Se
attle, Wash , according to word re
ceived Friday by Mrs. Huntley of
16 Simmons street, Rcckland. He
was formerly employed1 at |the Bath
Iron Works before entering service
in January of this year.
• • • •
Ths address of Corp. James ASmith of Rockland, is: Co. E, 54lst
Parachute Infantry, Fort Benning, Ga.
• * • •
Sgt. Raymond F. Cross of Rock
land has arrived in China, accord
ing to word received by Mrs. Cross.
Sgt. Cross, an aerial photographer,
is attached to the 14th U. 6. Army
Air Force, the Flying Tigers, under
command of General Claire Chenault.
• • • •
‘ Burton C. White, Sic, U. S. N. R.,
who is training at Sampson, N. Y„
is on leave and spending several
days at his home in Rockland.
• • • •
Pvt. Herbert J. Hillgrove, 20, who
was wounded Aug. 3 in France, after
taking part, with the infantry, in
three battles, arrived in New York
Sunday afternoon according to word

Tuesday-Frida

MAINE PULPWOOD and PAPER INDUSTRY

ROCKLAND, MAINE

-±=

OL .«• -**

^7

TELS. 390—11
110-112 LIMERO
ROCKLAND.
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Tuesday-Friday

TALK OF THE TOWN
•

•

A. P. Russell has moved into the
Hall house 102 Masonic street, and
Wilbert Gray also has been residing
there has mo^ed to the house at
the corner of Union and Grove
streets. .

A GRAND PAIR OF SEADOGS

Miss Katherine McDonald has re

week at

Bangor.

The Carini family has leased Mrs.
Ralph Ulmer Camp, Spanish War
Clara
Smith's residence on Broad
Veterans, has voted to hold one
street
for
the Winter, Mrs. Smith
meeting a month during the present
plans an extended visit to her form
season.
er home in New London.

George M. Matson of South
Thomaston, before Judge Zelma M.
Dwinal in municipal court Saturday,
pleaded guilty to a charge of driv
ing while under influence of liquor
on the road between Owl’s Head and
South Thomaston Priday. He paid
a fine of $1CO and costs of $6 62. Ac
cording to Ray A Fcley state, high
way policeman, who made the ar
rest, he ran off the road near the
residence of E. S. Blethen in Owl’s
Head, damaging hls vehicle but
suffering no injuries.

Joseph Adams, who has conducted
a shoe repairing business in this
city many years underwent a
itere are two men long in the Coast Guard service—Captain Frank
second surgical operation at Knox O. Hilt
(righAl who has retired this year as keeper of the Portland Head
Hospital yesterday.
Light; and Captain Robert Sterling, his assistant there for 15 years, and

Tlie splendid record of service to
this community made by the Rock
land Girl Scouts is threatened by
the lack of leaders. Admittedly
everybody is busy but not so busy
but a few hours each week could
be spared to this great work. Any
woman who can help even in a small
way Is asked to contact Mrs. Earle
Miss Ixds Althea Nichols, daugh PerTy, prone 617 or Mrs. Lawrence
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin H. Miller, phone 692-J
Nichols, R. P R 2, Union, registered
Golden Rod Chapter, OEB,
as a Freshman at Simmons College
meets
Friday night. There will be
Ajjpgan her studies yesterday. Miss
Nichols ls a Rockland high school no supper.
graduate.
Myron NeveLson, who has been
In
the Merchant Marine the past
Miss Eva M Jones of Owl's Head
two
years, has withdrawn from
has entered the employ of Sears
that
service after many exciting
Order office.
voyages in the course of which he
George Ryan goes to Boston to has visited Egypt and India,
Wounded cnce, he was hospitalized
night for a four days’ stay.
for four months.

Visit CHnton F. Thomas, optome
BORN
trist for a pair of good glasses, 492
Kittl—At Leigh Private Hospital
Old County Road, Rockland Me. Sept 4. to Mr. and Mrs Walter E.
Kittl. a daughter—Carole Elin.
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p m. Mon
Collins—At Rockland. Sept 5. to Mr.
Mrs. Anthony Collins, a daughter—
day, Wednesday and Saturday. and
Elizabeth Avis.
Ames—At Knox Hospital. Sept. 12. to
^hone 590 City.
.
38-tf
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buying'-.
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Mr and Mrs. Lyford! E. Ames, a daugh
ter—Marie Barbara.
Libby—At Wollaston. Mass., Sept. 10.
to Mr and Mrs Vivian Libby, a daugh
ter—Nancy Ann.
,
Wentworth—At Camden Community
Hospital, Sept. 16. to Pvt. and Mrs.
Arthur Wentworth a daughter—Mary
Ida.
Kalloch—At Vlnal Maternity Home,
Sept. 16. to Mr. and. Mrs. Norman R.
Kalloch, a son—Norman Rice, Jr.
Ames—At Vlnal Maternity Home.
Sept. 17. to Mr. and Mrs. Dennis E.
Ames, a son—Dennis Wayne.

DIED

-------------------------------------------------------------wr

SPECIAI. NOTICK
Please do not call or write rut* any

more, regarding Saddle Horses, I am
completely sold out, and all I itad
was one: but on June 1. 1945, I will
have (but positively not for sale),
have (but positively not for sale,
,ne of the best ponies, cart, harness,
nnd saddle, that I have ever seen.
It will cost nothing to look at him,
no more than lt will to look at
me. Election ls now over. Wash
ington went wringing wet. Perhaps
you might be able to get something
besides my merchandise lf you care
to come up.
HAROLD B KALER
Washington, Maine
Home forenoons and Sundays,
Telephone 5-25
74tf

Gordon—At Worcester, Mass., Sept. 15.
Willard E. Gordon., a native of Rock
land. aged 47 years.
Tolman—At Portland, Sept. 18. Fred
Tolman of Vinalhaven. age 67 years.
Bowden—At Rockland, Sept. 18, Lu
ella Daggett, widow of Herbert E.
Bowden, age 88 years. 2 months. 16 days.
Funeral Wednesday afternoon at 2
o’clock from residence on Lake avenue.
Interment ln Achcrn cemetery.
Redman—At Thomaston, Sept. 17.
Fred Redman, age 81 years, 8 days. Fu
neral Thursday at 2 o'clock from Davis
funeral home, Knox St. Interment ln
the village cemetery.
Vose—At Thomaston. Sept. 18. Ella
Maud Vose. wife of Warwick H. Vose,
age 76 years, 2 months, 4 days. Fu
neral Wednesday at 1 o'clock from
Davis funeral home. Interment at Mt.
Prospect, Stockton Springs.
Delano—Friendship, Set. 19. Lena M.
Delano, age 64 years, 8 months, 9 days.
Funeral Friday at 2 o’clock from Meth
odist Church ln Friendship.
Flynn—At Rockland, Sept. 15. Annie
M.. widow of Capt. James A. Flynn of
Machiasport, age 88 years. 7 months, 20
days, interment In Machiasport.
Gregory'—At Glen Cove, Sept. 19.
Lenora Y. Gregory, age 79 years.
7 months. 17 days. Funeral services
will be announced.

GENERAL AUTOMOBILE
REPAIRING
All Makes and Prompt Service

Lowest Prices, in the City

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank all who extended
kindness during my stay at Knox
Hospital; to the nurses and doctors,
especially Dr. Fogg and nurse. Mrs.
Muriel Russell.

Vinalhaven.

Mrs. Quincy Lawry

Good Work Guaranteed

ANDREW CARTER
132 THOMASTON STREET
KOCKLAND, ME.

C.ARD OF THANKS
This ls to thank all friends and
neighbors who extended kindness ln
my recent bereavement.
Mrs. Clifton Morse

now his successor. Shipping interests along the Maine coast have many
reasons to be thankful to these highly efficient officials. Captain Sterl
ing, widely known also, as an author, retires frcm the service in 1946,
when he will resume work on a new book, to be known as “The Coasterman.” So nice to have known this fine pair of gentlemen.

Lawton H. Feeney of Machias,
The Village Grocer
former school instructor and ath
lete, who has been connected with
the superintendent’s office at the Some Day He May Be Able To
Snow Shipyards, Inc., for the
Say: “I Run My Gro
past several years has given up
cery Store”
his position and is with the Lafay
ette Packing Company, as supperviWalter I. Griffin of Rockland, a
sor of the shipping department.
salesman for the Maine Baking
Company, who travels in this sec
All veterans of both wars will be tion. picked up the foilcwing poem
interested In the arrangement made at one of the places of business
with Albert Finnemore of the Vet where he calls. The writer is un
eran’s Administration who will be known.
at the Rockland office of the De
THE VILLAGE GROCER
partment of Health and Welfare, Beneath a spreading web of rules
village grocer stands:
471 Main street, every Monday, J The
Hls brow Is all tied up ln knots,
starting Sept. 25, from 9 to 12, 1 to i He holds it In his hands.
■ TTiere hardly ls, from day to day.
4 and 5 to 8 p. m., to assist all Knox : A rule he understands.
County veterans, widows and par . Hls hair Is thin—bloodshot his eyes,
face Is grey or blue;
ents of deceased veterans and to 1 Hls
Hls b ow is wet with honest sweat.
help on all veteran problems. For Hls business all aski/w,
Hls customers are dizzy.
i
appointment call Rockland 983 be- And
he Is dizzy too.
foe Friday noon, or drop into the Day lfi. day out. from mom 'till night
office at 471 Main street on Monday. You hear the loud disputes;
Miriam Rebekah Lodge, I.O.O.F.,
will meet tonight with election of
officers and degree work.
Earl U. Chaples, deputy police
marshal, who has been off duty five
weeks and confined to his home by
illness, returned to hls duties Sat
urday night.

Anderson Auxiliary, Sons
of
Union Veterans, will meet tomorrow
night at 7.30. All officers are re
quested to attend practice for In
spection.
Special meetings will be held at
the Owl’s Head Baptist Church
from Sept. 24 to Oct. 1, with serv
ices every night, excepting Saturday
at 7.30. Rev. Charles A. Marstaller,
minister of the church, announces
that Rev. Harold W. Nutter, direc
tor of the Waldo Larger Parish, will
be the preacher, and there will be
special music by Rev. Hubert Swet
nam of Warren, accomplished pi
anist, and vocal and instrumental
numbers.

5.00 to 7.00 P. M.

SUPPER 35 CENTS

75* lt

Buy War Bonds and Stamps

*

Port Clyde

74*75

ODDS AND ENDS

REAL ESTATE
Listings wanted of many Farms

and all kinds of Shore Proper
ties. W'ith or without buildings.
Knox and Lincoln Counties.

F. H. WOOD
COURT HOUSE, KOCKLAND
74-79

FOR SALE

Wed., Thurs., Fri.
25 Gleason St. Thomaston
10.00 A- m.
Wardrobe Trunk, Beds, Mat
tresses, Hall Stands, Hammock,
Pictures, Chairs, Music Cabinet,
Shoes, Clothing, and Miscel
laneous Articles.
M. B. SINGER
75»lt

MACHINE WORK

Furniture, Antiques, Glass
SAT.. SEPT. 23—1 P. M.
129 Main St., Belfast, Me.
Closing Out Estate

74*76
THE PEERLESS ENG. CO.

485 MALN STREET

BEANO

TELEPHONE 744
ROCKLAND, MAINK

EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT
8.15 o’clock

PLUMBING, HEATING AND
OIL BURNERS

44-tf

MASONIC TEMPLE HALL
Auspices Motor Corps Girls
102T.1

FUNERAL HOME

BURPEE
Funeral Home

'S

&

TELS. 390—1174-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Ambulancp Service

Southworth

30 Warren Ave.

Machine

•

Please send me Southworth literstore

Check subject desired.
NAM E______________________________________________

White Ribboners
Have Dr. Sisco As Guest
Speaker—Delegates To
State Convention
The W.C.T.U. met at the home of

SABOTEUR

ALL
RECORDS BROKEN
Your Fuller Brush Dealer great
ly appreciates the splendid wel
come he received, and for mak
ing his first week back on the
job the greatest ever.

F. L. CLARK
Local Dealer

75-lt

REGISTERED CORSETIERRE

235 Broadway, Rockland, Telephone 1339-W

UNCLE SAM NEEDS PILOTS
BE A U. S. ARMV
FLVING CADET

EXPERT FITTING SERVICE

THE FAMOUS SPENCER LINE
Corsets, Girdles, Medical Supports and Belts
Individually Designed
Spencer features its supremacy through individually design
ing all its items to the measurements made only by its Regis
tered Corsetierre Agents.

75-lt

LAST CALL FOR
ROCKLAND-SWAN’S ISLAND BOAT
♦

I

75 FT. STEAMER “FREDDIE B”

|

CAPT. FRANCIS LIPOVSKY

Portland, Maine

ENGINE REBUILDING____
WELDING_
METALLIZING____ ELECTRICAL REPAIR__
FACTORY AND MILL MAINTENANCE____
ADDRESS

is

A Rockland Major

Miss Ada Young Friday, with Mrs.
Clara Emery presiding, at the busi
ness session. It was announced that
the membersldp roll for 1944 was
100, with 13 new members.
The second Friday in each month
was adopted as dates for monthly
' meetings.
Miss Alena Young, Mrs. Edith
j Tweedie. Mrs Etta Stoddard were
■ elected « committee to prepare a
1 topical program to be printed for
. the year’s activities.
Delegates to the State Conven
Major Richard) M Snow of Rock
tion
at Dover-Foxcroft, 26th-28th
land, whose appointment as Deputy
for Supply and Maintenance of the of the month were appointed as fol
AAF Flying Training Command's lows: Mrs Clara Emery, ex-officio,
Advanced Pilot ( School at Eagle as county president; delegates, Mrs
Pass, was announced in Tuesday's
Susie Lamb, Mrs. Amelia Johnson,
issue.
Mrs. Hattie Bickmore, Mrs Minnie
Cross; alternates, Mrs. Louise In
War Dogs Wanted
graham, Mrs. Vivian Lord, Mrs. Etta
I Stoddard and Mrs. Ida Simmons.
German-Shepherds and Do- Voted to renew subscriptions to
the Union Signal and Young Cru
berman-Pinschers Prov
sader for the schools and public 11ing of Great Value
j brary.
Dr. Bourdeau-Sisco of Baltimore
War dogs used as scouts, messen
and
Rockport, guest speaker was ingers and sentries have proven so ef
.
troduced
by the chair, and gave a
fective in combat on Bougainville
I
most
interesting
and informative
and Guam that the Marine Corps
today issued an appeal for 60 Ger talk on Medical Temperance. The
man-Shepherd and Doberman- doctor spoke from her experiences
Pinschers to be trained for service as a physician and from her work as
in the Pacific. Marine headquar former director of the Department
ters has asked that the appeal be of Health in the National W.C.T.U,
for 20 years, and her present asso
heeded before Oct. 15.
Captain Clyde A. Henderson, of ciation with Dr Ella Boole in plan
Brooksville, Ohio, commander of ning for a renewal of W.C.T.U.
the war dog platoon on Bougainville work in the Post-War World.
in the Solomon Islands, explained
Dr. Sisco congratulated. the
that heroic work by the dogs in Rockland Union on attaining a
combat has resulted in the saving membership of 100 and noted that
of many lives. Perhaps the most this week the National W.C.T.U.
famous case. Captain Henderson Convention Is being held in Columsaid, is that of Caesar, a three-year- I bus, Ohio, celebrating 70 years of
old German-Shepherd, who, during ' continuous work. In all that time
48 horn's of bitter fighting on Bou | the principles of the W.C.T.U. have
gainville Island, was the only means not changed. They have a high
of communication between the work to do and a high standard for
front and command headquarters. it. And in maintaining these
Caesar was wounded, but since has standards they had the findings and
returned to duty.
opinions of the highest authorities
On Guam, Tubby, another Ger of medicine and science. Quoting
man-Shepherd, caused the death of from the American Medical Jour
four Japs hidden in a cave danger nal—“Alcohol is a poison, absolute
ously near the American, command ly, in any quantity and we cannot
post. A Dobeman Pinscher named say anything to the contrary.’*
Rex warned Marines of an ap
•“Nicotine is a stronger polsdn
proaching Japanese attack, result than alcohol—a habit forming drug
ing in a severe defeat of the enemy. that affects the nerve centers, af
Captain Henderson said that dogs fects the heart, affects the off
best suited to the military training spring."
are males from cne to four years
Dr. Charles Mayo, “Only legiti
old, weighing about 70 pounds, and
mate use of alcohol is in the Arts
standing about 25 inches high.
and Sciences its use in medicine is
Inquiries concerning detailed in
being more and more restricted.” Dr.
formation should 'be addressed to
Irving Fisher, “Alcohol and vene
Marine War Dogs, Headquarters,
real diseased are double cousins and
United States Marine Corps, Wash-,
the greatest obstacles to our fight
ington, 25, D. C.; to Richard C.
ing soldiers’’
Athletic coaches,
Webster, Doberman-Pinscher Club
“Members must keep bodies free
of America 4410 York Road, Balti
fom alcohol and nicotine to do
more, Md.; or to Dogs for Defense,
Inc., 22 East 60th Street, New their best work."
Stanley Jones, “Stronger men
York, N. Y.
never seek liquor—Liquor is a crutch
for Lame Ducks.” With the backing
of such eminent authority the
WjC.T.U need never be ashamed of
Every food caAthrown the stand they take for total absti
away is a saboteur of nence.”
our war effort. Remove
Miss Julia Marden, guest with Dr.
Back the attack—Buy More Than
labels, wash and flat Bourdreau-Sisco, favored the com
Before Buy more . . . double what
ten used food cans. pany by reading several original
Put in separate con
you did before. Buy more than be
tainer next to your poems—“The Mt. Spring” “I Do
fore in the 5th War Loan.
trash can. Save for Not Plant Alone” and “The Blue
Blanket.’’
local DickuDL.

MRS. MONA MclNTOSH

Co.

-CLIF AWD MAIL-------------------------------------

Rockland Rotarians, their guests
and visitors, were highly honored at
meeting Friday noon at Hotel Rock
land, by the presence of Paul P.
I Harris, now 76 years of age, founder
I cf Rotary. Several years ago, Mr.
I and Mrs. Harris were spending a
few weeks at Vinalhaven, for the
benefit of Mr. Harris' health, and
Mr. Harris was a patient at Knox
Hospital several days, under the
care of Dr. Alvin W. Foss.
This Spring Mr. Harris, whose
home is in Chicago, said to his
wife, “It's about time to go to Vinal
haven again," and Mrs. Harris
‘ agreeing, they made plans to re
visit the Island town, where they
have been enjoying themselves at
Rockaway Inn.
Dr. Foss, who introduced Mr. Har
ris at Friday’s meeting was respon
sible for the visit of genial Mr. Har
ris to the Rockland club. The hon
ored visitor was given an ovation aa
| he arose to speak.
Mr. Harris said that he, of course,
felt much pride in having been the
founder of such a wonderful world
wide organization as Rotary, but he
pointed out that like a great river,
it had grown, not ’ because of the
spring at the starting point, but be
cause of the thousands of self-sac
rificing men who had devoted much
time to furtherance of Rotary prin
ciples, as the brooks and rivulets
along the way add to the river.
He said that even witli Rotary
disbanded in some countries at war,
the organization was gaining in
membership. He mentioned that
there were 590 clubs in Great Bri
tain and 80 in London alone, and
that good gains in membership had
been made in England during the
war.
His final few minutes of an alto
gether too short talk, were given to
a recital of the changes in the
character of a highly successful
middle west manufacturer, who pre
vious to his contact with Rotary,
was fighting everybody and loved
by cnly a few.
He got his first interest in Rotary
when he visited a club with a friend
in a city located at a distance from
where his factory was located. In
time this manufacturer became a
Rotarian and was so imbued with
the spirit and philosophy of the or
ganization that he served six years,
running as president of a club, and
became a generous contributor to
several Rotary projects.
At the close of his talk, Rotarians
went to the head of the table to
shake the hand of the much loved
founder.
Lloyd E. Daniels led the group
singing, with Stafford M. Congdon
at the piano. Fifty-six were present
including Frank H. Ash of Storrs.
Conn., Rev. Harry I. Marshall of
Rockport and Howard Butler of Au
gusta, guests of members, and the
following visiting Rotarians: Fuller
Wentworth, Anbury Pitman and H.
R. Stone of Belfast; Victor Elmore
and Charles E. Lord of Camden and
Frank E. Poland of Boston.

Read The Courier-Gazette

For complete details and prices check
and mail the coupon below—Do it NOW—
TODAY.*

Ambulance Service
Tel. 662
• CLAREMONT BT.
KOCKLAND. MB.

SOUTH HOPE
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Taylor are
in New Hampshire visiting Mr. Tay
lor’s daughter.
Dr. Charles Mathews spent Sun
day in Waldoboro, as guests of his
aunt Mrs. Annie Richards.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Bailey and
children were week-end guests in
Augusta.
Edwin Lermond, who has been
home on a short furlough has re
turned to Camp. Mrs Lermond
and child accompanied him.
Sunday School will meet Sunday
at 2 o’clock.
Miss Ann Hart, R. N, was honor
guest at a lovely candlelight lunch
eon recently, given by Mrs. Elmer
C. Hart. Miss Hart will enter the
Army Nurse Corps. Sept- 27. Guests
present were: Mrs. Eva Starrett,
Mrs. Jerry Reynolds, Mrs. Hazel
Hart, Mrs. Leland Bailey, Mrs. Lela
Creighton, Mrs. Marion Hart and
Mrs. Elmer Hart.

Every one of the many Southworth Divi
sions is completely equipped with the
very latest modern machinery—Southworth workmen are specialists in their
field and specially trained in Southworth
precision methods.
This concern through its research depart
ment is constantly on the alert for new
processes,'new methods and new machines
that will do your work better—quicker—
and more economically.

•Secauie tre are 100% on War work, service
dependent on your priority rating.

RUSSELL

into bundles of 25 pounds or less,
and leave it at roadside or corner
of walk for collection. Corrugated
boxes should be flattened and
bundled. The need for waste paper
Is urgent.

The Southworth plant is completeyour entire job (even to the making
of obsolete or unobtainable parts)
is done, from start to finish, by
Southworth methods in the Southworth
plant—no work is jobbed out.

AUCTION
YOUR HEATING SYSTEM IS
NO BETTER THAN IT IS
ENGINEERED

The Fall Quarterly Meeting of the
Woman's Auxiliary of the Episco
pal Diocese of Maine, with an ex
pected attendance of more than 150,
will be held in Thomaston and
I Rockland Sept 28 and 29. Mrs.
! Keryn ap Rice, president of the
Woman’s Auxiliary of the Diocese
of Maine and president of the Aux
iliary of St. Peter’s Church of
Rockland, announces the following
t
program:
Thursday, Sept. 28 (at Thomas
ton): 12 noon, dinner in vestry of
Baptist Church; 1 to 6 p. m.. short
retreat or quiet afternoon in the
Church of St. John the Baptist,
Rev. Elwood Hannum of South West
Harbor, conducting
Following
retreat, ladies of St. Peter’s, St.
George and St. John the Baptist,
will serve a light repast ln the
Undercroft of St John the Baptist.
All delegates and guests will be
taken care of overnight at Hotels
Rockland and1 Thorndike in Rock
land. Mrs. Gilmore W. Soule is in
charge of reservations.
Friday, Sept. 29 (at Rockland):
8 a. m , Holy Communion at St.
Peter’s Church, Right Rev. Oliver
L. Loring, Bishop of Maine, the
celebrant. Breakfast will follow* in
the Undercroft of St. Peter’s
Church; 10 a. m., Fall Quarterly
Meeting cf Woman’s Auxiliary in
the tower room of Community
Building opening with Woman’s
Auxiliary prayer; 10 to 1130, re
ports and business; 11.30 to 12 noon,
Mrs. John A. Spring, president of
the Woman's Auxiliary of the Dio
cese of New Hampshire, guest
speaker. Noonday prayer to be of
fered by Rev. Arthur M. Cooper of
Winn, Priest of Penobscot Missions.
12.30 p. m„ dinner at Thorndike
Hotel; 2 p. m., afternoon session,
Rev. Robert F. Sweetser, rector of
St. Michael's Church of Auburn,
will give a report as Chaplain of
the Diocesan Farm Camp at Exeter
and there will be reports of Sum
mer vacation camps and schools.
The closing service will be before
the Peace Altar in St. Peter’s
Church Yard.
The offering received at this
meeting will be sent to the Eva
Cory Memorial Fund.

As women fight for sauerkraut
And beans and processed fruits.
All the grocer gets are loud Bronx
cheers
And most discordant hoots.
And children coming home from school
Look ln the open door
To see Just how their elders act
In a rationed grocery store.
When both sides figure total points;
And both dispute the score.
He goes on Sunday to the church
And sees the people meek,
And marvels that they anfc the ones
Who fought him all the week.
He's glad there are no ration cards.
When the Parson starts to speak.
Tolling, computing, sorrowing.
Onward through life he goes;
Each morning sees the OPA,
With new rules to disclose.
Each evening sees him totter home,
A wreck ffom head to toes.
••
Thanks, thanks, to thee, my grocer
friend:,
For the lessons that you teach—
j A city-wide waste paper collec
To keep morale from splitting wide
You’re standing in the breach
tion will be made Sept. 28. All per
There'll come a day when OPA
sons are asked to bundle all news
Will bother you no more.
There'll come a day when you can say. papers, magazines, brown paper etc.
"I run my grocery store.”

Kenneth G. Mockler, Lisbon Falls
before Judge Dwinal in Municipal
Court yesterday on a charge of
driving an automobile while under
the influence of liquor, was found
guilty and fined $109 and costs. An
appeal was made. The arrest was
made on Main street early Sunday
James
Rockport Farm Bureau will meet morning by Patrolman
with Mrs. Austin Smith of Grace Breen and Raynold Tibbetts. County
street, Thursday.
Members will Attorney Burgess prosecuted and
take dishes.
the respondent was represented by
Frank A. Tirrell, Jr. Edwin Wickstrom of Rockland pleaded guilty
SUPPER
to driving an unregistered automo
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 20 bile and paid costs of $2.70, the fine
TOWNSEND CLUB NO. 2
of $10 being remitted.
SPEAR HALL

The Rotary Club

Expected In Rockland Next Revels In the Luxury Of a
Week At the Fall Quar
Visit From the Order’s
terly Meeting
Founder, Paul Harris

g 11

Sept. 26 Rockland Garden Club
sumed her desk at The Couriermeeting with Mrs H. Latcn Jackson.
Oct li—(len Pulask. Memorial Day. Gazette office after her annual va
S«pt
24 Oft
1 Special
Meetings.
cation part of which was spent in
Owl's Head Baptist Church.
Oct 8-14 Fire Prevention
Camden.

Many Episcopalians
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Tuesday and Thursday Sailings Effective Sept. 5
J
j

Leaves McLoon’s Wharf, Rockland, 3.30 P. M.
Leaves Swan’s Island 011 return 5.00 A. M.; Stonington 6.30 A. M.

North Haven 8 o’clock, arrive McLoon’s Wharf Rockland 9.30 A. M.
Effective Sept. 12—Afternoon Sailirgs at 1-30 P. M.
Sunday Excursions, Rockland. Swan's Island, continue through
September—Leaves McLoon’s Wharf at 8 o’clock
72-76

VINALHAVEN REAL ESTATE
Of the Late Alfred Brown
Including his heme place; another house and lot and
woodlots, including granite and gravel on some.

Frank H. Ingraham
Public Administrator
P. 0. BOX 385,
ROCKLAND, ME.

74-75
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GEORGE E. WORTS W.N.U. RELEASE
Steve.
The war, curiously, affected Zorie
scarcely at all. After the first awful
"They can thank God they’Ve not feeling, when she learned of the
Jn Honolulu, where civilians aren't devastation at Pearl Harbor and at
allowed out of their houses after the army and naval air base, her
dark,”
Steve
said
impatiently. self-possession returned. Her new
•‘They’ll come if you want them to
fearlessness was impervious. She
And I don’t really give a damn who wasn’t afraid of torpedoes or Japa
comes as long as you get Basil nese bombers and, as she saw nei
Stromberg. Tell him you've got to ther submarines nor bombers, her
discuss the future of the sugar and fearlessness was not tested. After
pineapple industries with this war the first day’s attacks on Oahu, the
on, and the difficulties of shipping enemy was occupied with Wake,
between Hawaii and the Mainland, Hong Kong, the Philippines and
with all these Jap submarines Singapore. Yet Zorie was certain
around . . . Three or four other that, if the enemy returned, she
couples to balance the table—but a would not be frightened.
nice gay crowd.”
Often she came upon Steve and
His deep voice became a rumble. Amber, walking together, playing
A minute later, Zorie heard a car ping pong, or the horse races, or
start.
The admiral presently re shuffleboard. They were always
turned along the path he and Steve laughing, always so absorbed in
had taken.
each other that they were oblivious
An offshore breeze made a rain
She tried nfit to let Paul see how
like sound in the palms and gave the it affected her—the bleak fury, the
racing breakers long snowy manes. jealousy, the hatred that swept her.
In this enchanting spot, with its
After the first day, there was little
beauty, its contentment, she should war news. All the passengers' ra
have been at peace, but she was not. dios were confiscated and only curt
She was worried about Paul and official bulletins from Washington
Steve and herself. Since the morn were issued. On the day after the
ing on deck when they had discussed
attack on Oahu, two United States
their differences, Paul had remained
destroyers magically appeared and
solicitous, eager to please her, and
escorted the "Samoa” on her zigzag
more ardent than she really wanted
course the rest of the way.
him to be.
Zorie wondered how the war would
Tlie sudden ferocity with which
war had burst upon the Pacific had affect the plans, the status, of Steve,
put all of them under an increasing the Lannings and Pierre Savoyard.
strain.
And Paul was trying too She had hoped that her problem
hard to make up for lost time. She would be solved by the military au
She had expected all of
was finding his over-zealousness at thorities
them
to
be
detained for investiga
times trying and she was finding it
more and more difficult to keep tion when the ship reached Hono
Her
Steve out of her thoughts. One eve lulu. But they hadn’t been.
ning at her stateroom door when own fiery hatred of Japan, of all the
Paul had kissed her good night, and Axis powers, had made her prob
had asked her—as he did so often lem suddenly acute. Yet she had,
these days—if she still loved him, despite the intensity of her feelings,
she had murmured, “Of course I do, done nothing about it. She had ra
tionalized it by telling herself that
Steve.”
She was so frightened she turned the blow might kill the admiral. She
cold. But her voice must have been had decided to talk it over with him,
too low for him to hear, or his own to tell him about all her suspicions,
thoughts too turbulent. He hadn’t no and let him decide what action to
take.
ticed the slip.
She had grown very fond of the
She could not drive Steve qut of
her mind. And she was still un peppery old man. Her brightest rec
decided, still torn between her in ollections of that strange voyage had
fatuation and her patriotic scruples. been her work with him. He had no
She had tried to rationalize it by fear of submarines and he was de
assuring herself that she could, any termined to get on with The Book.
time she wished, notify the authori Once he was reconciled to Zorie’s
ties, and by her knowledge that disinterest in his Annapolis pranks
there was still, in spite of her sure and the Battle of Manila Bay—now
suspicions, nothing she could prove. being fought again with terrible new
weapons—he had plunged into the
She dreamed about Steve. Often
story of the Duncan clan.
there were strange dreams in which
He was anxious to get on with it,
both he and Paul figured.
It was embarrassing. No matter but he had told Zorie there would
what she was doing, or thinking, be no work today.
without warning a sudden yearning
Paul found her in the arbor a lit
for Steve would come over her. She tle before noon and she had lunch
I could no longer ignore It. Some
times she wondered if she was being
honest about it—if it really was an I
infatuation in transit. She wondered .
if it mightn't be possible that she'
was deeply and permanently in love;
with this big, lazy-voiced man.

CHAPTER XI

Whatever it was, she had reached j
the point of fearing that everyone i
was aware of it. Her thoughts, her j
feelings, were saturated with Steve.
Sometimes when he was near she
trembled and her cheeks burned, |
and these symptoms of her malady
were uncontrollable. When he was
in the same room, she tried to keep
her eyes away from him, she tried
to be crisp and merry. But she'
was afraid that, despite all her ef
forts, she was betraying herself.
If Steve suspected her suffering,
he was being very nice about it. It
was, she supposed with some bitter
ness, an old story with Steve—being
kind to all the women who made
fools of themselves over him. As.
for example. Amber Lanning was
doing.
Most of all. she didn’t want Paul
to become aware of it. although she
was sure that his renewed ardor
was making him blind. She did not
want Paul to be hurt. And regard-1
less of where her heart wanted to
lead her, her mind was_ still at the
controls. Her mind kept insisting
that she would, in a little time, fully i
recover. By then Paul would be i
back on an even keel and they j
would, at an appropriate time, be J
married.
Of the remainder of the trip on
the blacked-out ship, she would un- ;
reasonably recall most vividly, not
the frantic excitement of tfle passen- 1’

As ane man they raised their
glasses to her.

with him on a lanai shaded by a
Pride of India tree. The centerpiece was an arrangement of trans
gers, nor the tension, the alertness. ! lucent spikes of blood-red ginger
the white war-worn faces of Hono flowers. She tasted her first baked
lulu under martial law, but her breadfruit.
childish jealousy of Steve's atten
’Tve been thinking things over,”
tions to Amber. Amber, with her Paul said.
“You once mentioned
lack of inhibition^, wasn't making , that you’d prefer it if I gave up my
any efforts to conceal the fact that ij ambition to be a professor of psyshe, too, had gone overboard for II chology. and went to the plantation
, as a cut-cane luna and worked up.”
“But. Paul. I didn't say that!”
! Zorie protested. Or had she?

STOMACH
TANTRUMS
xa.

o

Stomach acting up? Help it calm
down with soothing PEPTO-BISMOL.
For years, many doctors have rec
ommended PEPTO-BISMOL for relief

of sour, sickish, upset stomach. It
helps retard intestinal fermentation
and simple diarrhea. PEPTO-BISMOL*
tastes good and does good—when
your stomach is upset.
*”«* V. S.PatOff.

"Did I ever tell you how we came
i by Uluwehi E Kai?"
There was suffering in Paul’s
eyes. He was preparing to be selfsacrificing, noble. To please her
He was telling her the story of Ulu
wehi E Kai, but she scarcely heard
him. She was wishing he would
stop being so humble. His overanxiety to please her had reached a
very irritating stage. She scarcely
caught the gist of what he was say

ing.
A Hawaiian queen had once lived
here. The admiral had bought Ulu
wehi from the Hawaiian crown fifty
years ago.
Until recently it had
been part of the Duncan Plantation
On the death of Grandmother Dun
can, he had sold the plantation to a

Tuesday-Friday

interest, retaining only Uluwehi. He
also had large interests in other sug
ar and pineapple properties, and in
banks and hotels, in steamship and
air lines.
”1 know you’re enchanted with
Uluwehi.” Paul said. “I'm seeing it
as I never saw it before—through
your eyes. I know how you’ll hate
to live anywhere else. So, if you say
the word. I'll start in tomorrow as
Mrs Kenneth Mansfield has been ) Mrs. Lawrence Larsen of Brockton,
a field luna.”
a guest of Mrs Philip Weston.
, Mass., was a recent guest of Mr. and
Zorie shook her head with firm
Miss Louise Young is visiting Mrs. Benjamin Barbour.
On her
ness. “No. Paul. I will not inter
friends
in
Boston.
,
return
heme
she
was
accompanied
fere in a decision as important as
Mrs Georgia Jones has moved
her scn’ Howard- who spent a
that.”
“But you’ve fallen in love with from an apartment in the Crowell month's -vacation at Ber.eva Farm.
this place!”
Jean Ewing, daughter of Mr. and
“That has nothing to do with it. house to her new home in the ship
Mrs.
James Ewing and Frederick
yard.
Your career comes first!”
Austin,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jack
His eyes were grayer than green
The address of Donald W. Moore
Austin,
observed
their birthday an
"If I thought you could go back to Is Sic, MCTC. Frontier Base, Little
Elleryton without hating it—”
niversaries
which
occur Sept. 7 and
Creek Branch. Norfolk, Va He is
“But of course I could, darling!”
Sept.
5,
Jean.
7
years
old and Fredattending a school for Mine Craft
He was doubtful. He really looked
: erick, 6 years old on those dates,
wretched.
“I'd rather make any Training.
the party held jointly Sept. 10 at the
sacrifice to keep you happy."
Dean McLaughlin of Farmington,
Austin home. Present were Miss
“No, Paul,” Zorie said crisply
Conn., is spending the Winter with j Julia Libby Mrg Hannah £ gtan.
“Your future isn’t to be worked out
on that basis.
Decide what you his uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs ley, Mrs. Jennie Kenniston, Mrs.
Ralph Dean. He is enrolled at the Austin, Mr. and Mrs. Ewing. Alice
want to do and I’ll abide by it.”
“There isn’t a lovelier spot in the High School.
Kenniston, Janet Kenniston, Robert
world than this.” Paul said, “and
Miss Edna Bowie of Salem, Mass.,
Wyllie, Sewall and Inez Peabody,
you would lead the happiest life
Is a guest of Mrs. Louise B Mi’.ler.
you’ve ever known.- You’d be the
Nancy Buck. Both received many
Dr. H Analis has opened an office
boss of the Duncan clan. And the
nice gifts and refreshments were
the apartment in Sproul’s j served.
mistress of Uluwehi is the undis in
puted queen of this island. I know Block, ever the Benner Shoe store, i
Robert Wotton was complimented
how crazy the admiral is about you.
Arthur Scott left Monday for

“I’ve been thinking,” Paul said,

She was about to leave her room
when one of the maids brought her
a lei of white ginger flowers. When
she put it on, it fell almost to her
waist. If she had needed a com
pleting touch, the chain of glowing
fragrant white flowers supplied it.
She asked the maid who had sent
it.

“Mr. Duncan.”

,

“Mr. Steve or Mr. Paul?”
“Mr. Steve."
It almost went without saying.
With all his ardor, his anxiety to
please her, Paul would never think
of sending her a lei—especially a
white ginger lei.
She went out onto the lanai with
its blackout curtains of heavy blue
velvet. The admiral, Paul and Steve
were already there, but none of the
guests had come. The three men
were drinking Old-Fashioneds.
They stared at her as she crossed
the lanai. As one man they raised
their glasses to her. It was almost
involuntary. The expression in their
eyes was a toast
The admiral summed it up for all
of them with old-fashioned gallan
try. “My dear,” he said, "I have
never seen you—or anyone else—so
beautiful.”
She murmured, “Thank!you, sir,”
demurely.
Steve made her an Old-Fashioned.
She noticed dry little lines about
his mouth and eyes. He looked tired
and w’orried and tense.

She was aware that Paid, in spite
syndicate in which be owned » large * of his resolves, disapproved qf the

ing the war and many stories have
been told of men who were kept
afleat for hours in them.

WARBONDS'
IMEAN MOM THAN A

GOOD

INVESTMENT

Rock, Slide or Slip?
FASTEETH, an Improved .powder to
be sprinkled on upper or lower plate*,
holds false teeth more firmly in place.
Do not slide, slip or rock. No gum
my. gooey, pasty taste or feeling
FASTEETH ls alkaline (non-acid).
Does not sour. Checks "plate odor”
(denture breath). Get FASTEETH at
anv drug store

1
AUCTION

SALE

WALDOBORO, ME., WED., SEPT. 20, at 10 A. M.
At the Farm of the late Hiram B. Black
Two Miles from Waldoboro Village, on the Friendship Road
One Registered Holstein Yearling Bull, one Grade Jersey
Young Cow, one Young Guernsey Cow, one Grade Jersey Cow,
fresh; one Jersey Heifer Calf, 5 weeks old; three*Two-year old
Holstein Heifers, bred; 9 head Young Heifers, 5 bred; 2 Pigs;
20 tons New Hay, Farm Machinery, Electric Creaih Separator.
Cream and Milk Cans, Milk Pails, Dump Cart, 2 One-horse 4 ft.
cut McCormick Mowers, Hay Rope. 2 Carriers and Several Forks.
Grain Bins, Bags and Barrets. Pails and Tubs, 2 Ladders, Car
penter, Garden and Ice Tools; Poultry and Cattle Wire, Chains,
Whiffletrees. Neck Yokes and Eveners, Lawn Mower; Crocks
from 5 to 30 gallons; Cider Barrels, Barrel Vinegar, Half Barrel
Salt Pork. Sleigh, Riding Wagon and Much More.
Home Clarion Range. Nickle Water Tank, Nickle Tea Kettle,
Tinware, Ironware, Pots, Pans, Dining Table, 6 Chairs, Sideboard,
China Closet, set of China Dishes. China, Glassware, Crockery
and Earthenware, Beds. Springs, Mattresses, Bedding and Pil
lows, Chairs, Tables, Stands, Pictures and Mirrors, Clocks, Lamps,
and Bricabrac. Bureaus, Dres ers. Chests and Commodes, Braid
ed Rugs, Scatter Rugs and .Art Squares, 2 Cast Iron Box Type
Wood Heaters, Singer Drop Head Sewing Machine, Curtains
and Drapes, Victrola with 100 Records, Marble Top Stands, Rock
ers, Alarm Clocks, and a great variety of other merchandise.
Caterer on the Premises
If Stormy, Next Fair Day.
Edward L. Ripley. Auctioneer,
By order John Miller, owner.
AUGUSTA, ME.. TEI~ 1968-W
"4-75

ft ft ;

Mrs. Mae Burgess Wiley, wife of
Austin Wiley of this town, died
Aug. 27 Obsequies, conducted* by
the Rev. Oscar Barnard of Cam
den were held at the late home on
the following Wednesday.
The
service was largely attended by rel
atives. neighbors and friends, in
ducing the Chester Stone Post, and
Auxiliary Veterans of Foreign Wars,
and the E. A. Starrett Auxiliary,
S. U. V. She was president two
years of the former Auxiliary serv
ing with dignity, and had served as
vice president of the latter.
The pieces of flowers were nu
merous and most beautiful, silent
messengers of love which bespoke
the high esteen in which she was
held. He remains were laid to rest
in the Sterling cemetery.
Mrs. Wiley was only 36 years old,
but she had lived a devoted useful
and helpful life. She was a de
pendable friend. To know her was
to love her, and her friends were
legion where ever she was known.
She well knew the seriousness of the
disease with which she was afflicted
yet she fought it with courage and
fortitude. Everything was done
that could be done by medical sci
ence and loving hands to alleviate
her suffering and stay the grim mes
senger’s call, but nothing proved
effective except for a short time.
She was serious minded and
trusted God for a “well done’’ fu
ture. There is no doubt in this
writer’s mind as to that future for
her. Too much can not be said of
the devotion and faithfulness of
her husband who granted her every
wish. To all she was deep by ap
preciation.
She will be greatly
missed. We can only say, “Better
to have known and lost than never
to have known at all.”
Besides her husband, she leaves
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Bur
gess of Rockland, aged grandpar
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Black of
East Waldoboro, with whom she
made her home until she married
eight years ago, two half sisters,
Mrs, Harold Black of Pert Clyde
and Mrs. Julia Emery of Rockland,
one half-brother, Wilson Burgess,
who is in the armed forces, one
step-daughter, Marion Wiley of
Warren, an uncle, Clarence Black of
Rockland, Mass., three aunts, Mrs.
Lucretia Wilson of Washington,
Mrs. Sadie Glaude and Mrs. Jessie
McLeod, - both of Waldoboro, also
numerous, more distant relatives
By Mrs. Florence Flanders, Wal
doboro.
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Do FALSE TEETH

VINALH

Mrs. Mae Burgess Wiley

I Tuesday evening last week at a
surpris party given at her home.
Refreshments were served.
The first meeting of the Study
Unit,
Warren Woman's Club will be
,
held Thursday at the home of Mrs.
Fred Perkins, Unit chairman and a
picnic dinner served at 12.30 Mem
bers are requested to bring their
own dishes and silver. Arrange
ments are in charge of Mrs. Per
kins and Mrs. H. B. Kimball and
Mrs P. D. Starrett..
Four new window screens have
been placed in the windows at the
new school building, two in each
room. Also there arc two in the
play room in the basement, and
cne in each toilet.
In grades 7 and 8, a baseball and
a soft ball team have been organ
ized. Captain of the basebtll team
is Albert Brown, and manager is
Waino Waissanen; members of the
team are. Walter Lane, Albert
Brc<wn’ GaIY Kenniston, Paul Mellin, Arthur Jenkins, Glendon Sim
mons. Stanley Fogg, Charles Wall,
Waino Waissanen; substitutes, Earl
Gammon and Almon Laukka.
Eini Riutta is captain of the soft
Mr. and Mrs. George Vannah are ball team, and Mary Jane Boggs, the
moving into the Dana 'Lash house manager. Players on the team are;
Mary Jane Boggs, Alice Kepniston,
at Winslow’s Mills.
The following enrollment of stu Eini Riutta, Dorothy Aho, Nancy
dents at the opening of ftigh Aho, Eva Niemi, Helen Carroll. Jean
School, Monday was furnished by Merrill, Annie Nieni, Esther Smith,
Principal Earl Spear: Seventh Bertha Keto; substitutes, Anita
grade, 48; eighth grade, 38; freeh- Rcbinson, Norma Ranquist, Joan
man class. 36; sophomore, 40; junior Maxey and Leatrice Dolham.
Children of this school are gath
28; senior, 15; p. g. 1; total, 196;
ering the milk weed pods to be"
about the same as last year.
Miss Edith Burgess and Miss dried and sent to the University of
Bertha Lewis have returned to their Maine as a part of the war effort
Already 10 ’/^bushels are being prostudies at Gorham Normal.
s cessed for this purpose. The silk or
frankness of her star sapphire floss is used in life belts and life
dress. He had betrayed it in his jackets, in replacement of kapok
eyes after the admiral had compli which was formerly imported from
mented her. It was, she thought, the East Indies. . This floss is the
disheartening.
Paul did not want
best material, sufficiently buoyant
«mu un sou man
her to be radiant. He wanted her to
be dull. He had always wanted her and waterproof to be used as a filler
to be dull. And when, to please for life vests Floss in two bags of
him, she had dressed dully, he had milk weed pods fills a life jacket
frankly admired women who were ' The process is simple but care must
colorfully dressed. She wondered be taken that the pods do not spoil.
why. She wondered what the solu
From a department of Agriculture
tion was.
LOST AND FOUND
She was sipping her cocktail when booklet, is taken this information.
Amber and her uncle came out of A few pods should be examined
the house, followed by Pierre. Am and if the show brown seed, it may
NOTICE—is hereby given of the loss
of deposit book numbered 38968 and
ber wore the midnight-blue dress—
be assured the whole field is ripe. the owner of said book asks for dupli
the most effective dress she had.
cate ln accordance w‘th the provisions
Mr. Lanning was all in white. Pierre Next, the pods should be placed in of the State Law. ROCKLAND SAV
Savoyard had crowded his power onion sacks and then hung up to INGS BANK, by Edward1 J. Helller,
Treas . Rockland, Maine. Sept. 19 1944
fully sloping shoulders into a white dry
thoroughly, which process
75*T 79
dinner jacket. He seemed ill at ease. usually takes from two to five
RATION Book No 4 lost. DOROTHY
He stared at Zorie, then sat down
HIBBERT. 46 Mechanic street. Cam
weeks, and are then stored in piles den.
75-T-77
in a Singapore chair. He sat there,
i
Time
for
picking
the
pods
usually
BROWN
leather
case
containing
five
smoking one cigarette after another,
keys lost. Finder please return to
until dinner was announced, arising comes in September. The fiber in THE COURIER GAZETTE OFFICE
only when the guests arrived and the pods is processed and then used
75-77
he was introduced. He spent his for insullation in life jackets. These
RUDDER with tiller, each about 3
feet long. Finder will be paid $5 If re
time nursing one drink and staring
jackets have saved many lives dur- turned In good condition. S. A. LAV

There’s nothing he wouldn't do for Charleston, Me., where he will enter
you ... I realize all that, and I Higgins Classical Institute.
realize how attractive that setup
At the business meeting of the
would be to any woman.”
Baptist Sewing Circle, Thursday
She had sensed most ot this. She
had seen herself presiding over this afternoon the officers for the year,
lovely place, modernizing, simplify were chosen: Mrs. Louella Mason,
ing some of the rooms, giving lively president; Mrs. Alice Stenger, vice
parties, taking hold and running president; Miss Edna Young, sec
things, and restoring Uluwehi to its retary and treasurer; Mrs Gert
former glory ... Of course it ap
rude Benner. Mrs. Maude Orbeton
pealed to her!
“But is your career here, Paul?” and Miss Dora Gay, work commit
He shook his head tragically. “No. tee.
That’s just it.”
•
Miss Jean Hemingway is working
“The instant this book is finished,” at Waldo Theatre.
Zorie said crisply, “wie'll go back to
Mrs. Ida Soule of Waterville has
Elleryton.”
She had a
sudden
been
visiting friends in town.
glimpse of the twin chimneys of the
Mrs. Celia Gross of Hallowell
Fenwick Body Plant and of the so
cial life—Mrs. Folsome, Mrs. Mc spent the week-end at Dr. G. H
Gonigle, Aunt Hannah. “Now let's Ccombs.
stop all this silly argument.”
Benjamin Hardy of Everett, Mass,
He came around to her chair and
has
been in town a few days.
kissed her on the cheek.
Mrs.
Jessie Achorn has been a
“Thank you, Zorie,” he said sol
emnly. “That was what I wanted guest of Mrs. Carl Becker in Port
you to say . . . Would you like to land.
be married here?”
Mr and Mrs. Charles Reed have
Zorie hesitated.
Her heart was
sold
their farm in South Waldoboro
beating in slow, cold thumps. “Yes,
and
have moved to the apartment
Paul. Of course!”
“It would be a lot of fun,” Paul on Main street owned by Arthur
said. “We'd have a luau—an old- Brown.
fashioned Hawaiian luau. Would you
Rev. Robert Sheaff is teaching in
like that?”
Round Pond.
“Yes, dear."

“that we might be married Sun
day.”
A knifelike pain went through Zor
ie’s heart. Trying to control her
voice, she said, “Day after tomor
row?*’
“Yes,” said Paul.
“Why wait?
We've been putting it off long
enough.”
It was true. They had. Rather,
Paul had. For more than a year
they had been on this vaguely en
gaged basis. And there*hadn’t been
a day when she hadn’t hoped that
Paul would decide not to wait.
But that had been in Elleryton
. . . His announcement left her with
a feeling of panic. She realized that
she hadn’t the slightest desire to
marry Paul day after tomorrow.
He was fondling her shoulder.
“Then,” he said, “we’ll fly over to
Kona for a few days. We’ll come
back here and stay until the ad
miral's book is finished.
I'll find
plenty to do. I want to do some
more work on my dissertation.”
He was trying to be gay and reck
less. But he wasn’t convincing Zorie
and he wasn’t convincing himself.
He sensed that something was
wrong, but he didn’t know what it
was.
“Would you like it that way, hon
ey?”
Zorie was gazing at the garden.
"This would be a lovely place to be
married,” she said. She would not
try to escape it
She would go
through with it. She could not let
Paul down.
She wanted to cry. All the time
Paul was talking, she’d been seeing
Steve at her wedding—Steve watch
ing her with a brother-in-law's de
tached pride and fondness.
at Zorie.
“Well, then, that’s settled,” Paul
(To Be Continued)
said vigorously. “We’ll be married
Sunday. I’ll attend to everything.”

Tuesday-Fri'

19, 1944

ENDER. Thomaston. Tel. 4.
75*77
NOTICE—Is hereby given* of the loss
tl deposit book numbered 33072 and
the owner of said book asks for dupil
cite ln atirrriance with the provi
sion of the State Law. ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK. Edward J Helller.
Treas..
Rockla'nd, Me., Sept
12,
1944
73*T 77
RATION Book No. 4 lost. LUCY
73-T*75
WELLMAN DOW. Rockport.
MALE Cocker Spaniel lost, brown
and white with long, brown curly
ears.
Name "Big Boy."
Reward.
Please notify GLBERT ROGERS, or Tel.
362M
74*76
CRYSTAL and diamond pin lost,
while travelling from North Haven to
Portland
Reward
Write “M.D.M.”
ca'e The Courier-Gazette. Finder tele
phone Information and all charges
will be paid.
74-75
$50 REWARD Crystal and diamond
double loop brooch, lost Sept, ll. North
Haven Island, boat to Rockla'nd or 4.15
p. m. train to Portland Finder please
wire us collect. ALBERT R LEE & CO.
97 John St., New York 7, B Eek man
3-0280
74-75

MISCELLANEOUS
CHARM-KURL PERMANENT WAVE.
59c! Do your cwn Permanent with
Charm-Kurl Kit Easy to do, absolutely
harmless. Easy to do. absolutely harm
less. Requires no heat, electricity or
machines* Safe for every type of hair.
Praised by mtBions Including Fay Mc
Kenzie. glamorous movie star. E B
CROCKETT STORES
75*84
NEED -CASH? I pay from $7 to $12
each for marble top tables and old
china lamps with painted flowers on
them
When you have antiques to
sell write W. J. FRENCH, 10 High St.
Camden.
69 tf
YARN—We Are Prepared To make
your wool into yam. Write for prices
Also yam for sale H. A. BARTLETT,
Harmony. Me.
67-75

MRS OSCAf
Correspc
Corp. Wendell
who has spent a sh|

INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE

his parents. Rev.
Mitchell, left Thu

homa Enroute he
Miss Ethel Mitchel

I

Ladies of the G
enjoyable diay Thi;
Merrie Macs’’ Short

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
Mrted once for 25 eenU, twowm
llnea five oenta each for one wme,
——n words to a Mne.

Mrs.

and Mrs. Sven St
Ronald of Worcel

„ . L *. wItijIIm

spending a few w,<

the sanran to he eent to The Ceertee-

£bSalta«.*«

TO LET
rv DAY or week. Furnished cot age
to Jt on the Xt side of North Pond
to let Lights, running water, gcod
Dshlng.
A. MOODY, Warren.
Me.
TWO furnished room
t0
let, wlNh flush: ill PLEASANT ST'74tf

Mrs. Herbert I ■:
from Worcester,
weekend.
David Duncan Ji
short leave with
and Mrs. David
turned Sunday tr
Allen Drake an
have closed “The
left for Florida to
months.
The Non lEater.sl

FOR SALE
APPLES for sale. Drops, 35c pk,
(mixtures). SPAULDING S. 175 Ran
kin St Get yours while they last!
75*76

1937 GM.C. LONG wheel base truck;
85 acre farm ln Lincolnville for sale,
reasonable. WTLLIAM ANDErSON. We^t
Meadow Rd. City
75*76
400
BLACK
Cross
Pullets
for
sale
16
TENEMENT to let. Vacant Sept., 10 weeks old. $125 each.
Tel. 14-15,
72fcf
TEL 556M.
Union ELSTON MacFARLAND. Union
75-75
UPSTAIRS apartment to I®****
Ocean St.. 5 rooms aJ’d
PIGS for sale. 6 weeks old. $4.
for family of two. J. N SOUTHARD. CITY FARM
75 76
Tel 117W.
71 tf
Tel. 676M.

FURNISHED barber shop with two
chairs. fuUy e<?ulpped to let 277 Main
St. Price $8 week. V. F. STUDLEY,
77 Park St., or Tel. 1154.___________70t*
FURNISHED rooms to let at FWS
HOUSE, 77 ark St., City.
'Oti

Call 1154, V. F STUDLEY INC 9JW
Main St. Rockland.
’
° ” 7^

FALSE TEETH
That Loosen
Need Not Embarass
Many
false te.tu
t^
re„d, wearers
embof
«r^ent
ettcaSVs:
S3rt.f>',SrSi4“?SS

jntt

moorings fireplaces granite blocks,
flagging, granite walks. boundary
markers, building acid wall stone.
Loadsd on your truck or we will de^
liver
We will make up any size °*
mooring and can furnish chain and
atapl» fpr boat owners. Let us quute
prices. JOHN (MEEHAN St SON. Clark
Island.
A.
C. HOCKING, SuptTel. Rockland 21-13 or Ten. Hbr. 56 D
65*1
Back the attack—^uy More Than
Before Buy more . . . double what

store.

Alvin

you did before. Buy more than be
fore itt-the 5th War lx»an

Cobb

from Richford, Vt

Muest of Mr. ari
Brown.
Mother and Dal
Joyed an all day s
Cottage, Thursday

D.DG.M. Mil
Auburn

will

ins

Chapter, O.ES at|

ing

Wednesday

1

r

_ ___
FOR SALE
NOW'S the time of get your bos$

‘J11* b’PPehlng to

For the present, will make appolntents for Tuesdays and Saturdays.
J. H. DAMON, dentist. 153 Lime
rock street, telephone 1357
• 7Qtf TEETH at »r»y

at Camp Drew Dn)

UNFINISHED building with asphalt

shingles for sale; 25x25 and has 6 win
dows. Price $100. TEL. 25, City 75-76
BOY’S bicycle for. sale Good conMTT.I FR
West
dition.
CHARLES ' MILLER.
75*76
Rockport.
LARGE crossbred pullets for sale. 50'
laying. 50% large eggs. $2. A. E BURNS,
Clarry Hill. Union.______________ 75*76
WANTED
HOGS readv to kill; dressing 300 to
400 pounds. Get your pork now A E
BURNS. Olarry HUI. Union_____ 75*76
PAINTING and Paperhanging want
CAST-Iren Ring Stove for sale. W
ed. Ceilings whitened. V. F. BEAL. 23
75*76
75*76 E. GRAVES 61 Camden St.
Crescent St.. City.
ELECTRIC radios for sale. Vlctrolas.
EXPERIENCED Beautician wishes both
cabinet and table models, new
steady work. 40 hour week, no Mondays. 2-burner electric plates, new and used
Salary $30 Write BEAUTICIAN, care over-stuffed sets, new pre-war studio
75ttf
Courier-Gazette.
j couches, single and double, nice new
PY’OVOVY trucking and moving of ! mattresses for $12.95. beat this If you
all^d?wante^an" Pl“e. any where. | can, new maple breakfast sets (DIoLlln±Jn"b?
75-76 vanolas. New) almost new box wood
Price
reasonable. TEL.
TEL. 436J
heaters. $10.95. and a very large stock
of A-l used furniture. H B FURNI
WANTED
TURE. H. B. KALER. Washington Me
We need listing of the following
Home Sundays. Tel. 5 25
74tf
Lake and ocean front property.
If you have the right piece of ocean
12 GOOD USED’cARS for sale. Home
front property. We have a cash cus made tractor with Chevrolet motor,
tomer waiting
wood sawing machine, 6-horse engine,
AND
first-class condition, mounted on iron
Want all The cut pulp wood possible.
wheels, 5-horee power oiectrlc motor,
FREEMAN S. YOUNG
slnzle phase. 110 or 220, perfect. H B
163 Main St.
Tel. 730
Rockland. Me. KALER. Washington, Me. Home Sun
_______ 75-77 days. Tel. 5-25._________________ 74tf
USED steamer trunk wanted at
LIGHTING Plant for sale With nice
once® MTSS MARY DREWETT. Warren. panel board!, pump jack with gas motor,
Tel 32-2._______________________ 75-76 just the things for farm, electric wa
ter pumjw, hot water coll for oil burn
FURNACES and stoves wanted: oil ing stoves. 2 2>,i horse outboard mo
burners of all kinds. Model A Ford tors. one heavy stump puller, and this
Truck, with, or without tires
C E ls not half otf lt. H. B. KALER. Wash
GROTTON. 138 Camden St. TeL 109’W ington. Me. Tel. 5-25.____________74tf
75tf
STOVES for sale of all kinds, elec
toaster. restaurant size, gold mounted
MALE OR FEMAE
Vlctrola, marble top lavatory complete.
PART-TIME COLLECTOR
You can earn $1.50 per hour easily Elec. Switchbox and other articles C
working for a national concern. You E GROTTON, 138 Camden St. Tel
75tf
do not have to have cc”e-tlo” e’*’’ . 1091W.
we will teach you. A car Is very help
WILL sell or trade for gun, squa-e
ful Collector wanted for Rock in
t stern Oldtown sponsor canoe; 49 ME
Camden. Me. Write t,,,
GUNTICOOK ST, Camden.
74*75
Rm 605 Met. Theatre Bldg., 260 Tre- , 2.
GUNS
for
sale
30
30
Savage.
2 303
ment St,, Boston, 16 M ,ss.
7. - ■ Z
Savages, Savage 22 target, all like new.
FURNITURE wanted to upholster, 2-double bbl. 12 ga single 12 ga 2
called for and delivered. T. J. FLEM Mossberge 22 ga. 25-20 Winchester; 49
ING, 19 Birch St Tel 212W. 9-T-tf MEGUNTICOOK ST., Camden.
74*75
PRESENT address wanted of Eliza
8
ROOM
house
and
garage
for
sale
beth, widow of Michael D Daley, if
Improvements.
Excellent condi
living, or names of her relatives. If de all
ceased write post office box 38s. tion^ 12 CLARENDON ST________ 74*tf
FRANKLIN stove ln good condition
or 'phone 468, Rockland^________ 74-75
for sale; also three burner oil stove.
WILL hire two or three good men to Inquire 89 PARK ST._____________ 74tf
ciit pulp, and hard wood, first class
GREEN Mt. potatoes for sale for Win
choplng and war-time pay. camp or
house furnished to good reliable par ter. Del ln lots of 3 bu. or more No.
ties. Write or telehone to H. B KA 1 grade $2 25 per bu. No. 2. $1 25.
SPROWL BROS . Searsmont. Me Tel
LER, Washington, Me Tel. 5-25.
74tf 36-4 Liberty.__________________ 74*77tf
25 ft. SPEED Boat with 6 cyl. Stude
I WTLL not only promise high prices, baker
Engine and Marine Trans, with
hut I will pay them, for electric re Reverse
Gear. TEL 1452, City. 74*75
frigerators. washing machines, radios,
electric motors, white enamel stoves,
EIGHT-ROOM house for sal? in
any kind, wood, coal, Phllgas. electric, Rockport
MRS ANNIE DUNTON.
automobiles, antiques, hair c[oth fur Spear St., Rockport.
74*75
niture. marble top tables, used furni
FOR SALE
ture, entire contents of homes, or ln
The George Huntley farm, 307 Lime
plain facts, almost anything. You will
St., Rockland. This place has
find as many others have, no better In rock
fire-place H. A. Heat, flush toilet Es
vestment can be madie than to call me timated
15 acres land. Priced very
before you sell anything, or value.
for quick sale.
HAROLD B KALER, Wasblngton, Me. low
6-room
Call Collect 5-25._________________ 74ttf heat, $4200.house, bath, lights, furnace
An 8-room house, nloely located.
HIGH school girl wanted for part
time work or one to work her board Price $5000.
Duplex house, one side now rents for
TEL. 1527; 123 Summer St.
74tf
per month.
THREE or four-room furnished and $503-famlly
heated apartment with hath wanted. Tax $115. house, earns $700 year gross.
S M . care COURIER GAZETTE.
Camden
74*75
6-room house, large lot. $3500
FURNISHED Apartment wanted by
6-room house nicely located $3750.
adult couple Oct. 1. MRS. CLAUDE
A beautiful home ln Camden for
BEAN, Gen. Del. City.
74*75 $7500. overlooking ocean
FREEMAN S. YOUNG
SIX to 8-room house or tenement
Tel. 730
Rockland
wanted to rent, unfurnished. TEL. i ’63 Main St.
74tf
269M.___________________________ 74-75
OXORD
ram
registeredprice
$25.
PORTABLE typewriter wanted at also several excellent ewes and lambs
once. In good condition. MRS. MIL for
sale. TEL CAMDEN 8719.
73-77
DRED RICHARDSON, 420 Main St.
Tel. 1073, Rockland.
74-75
FOR SALE
9-room house, one of the best loca
COTTON nets wanted for hand land tions
Rockland, only a few minutes
ing nets.
Home workers preferred. walk In
to P. O. school and churches
rrrMTNCS fnc PHnt5
House has*modern"bath, hot water heat.
CUMINGS. DJC. Flint. Michigan 74-75 oU burnlng furnace hardwood floors.
garage and large lot otf land with
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES
COLLEGE GRADUATES
some fine elm trees.
If you are Interested in a fine home
Appointments are now being made
for men and women high school and In a good neighborhood, make an ap
college graduates who are Interested pointment for Inspection of this
In essential health service with educa property.
L. A. THURSTON
tional ooportunlties and good chance
Tel. 1159
for advancement in well-established 468 Old County Rd,
73tf
New England medical Institution with
notable record Por Information w Ite
SEVEN-ROOM farm house for sale.
to MESS A RAY. 459 Marlborough barn, hen houses. 4 acres land, 5 acres
street, Boston. Mass.
73 75 wood lot. MATTIE L. HOLT R 2. War
73*76
SCHOOL girl to work her board and ren.
room wanted. MRS. CARL SIMMONS.
ELECERIC
Washing
Machine
tot
Tel 1240.
71ttf sale. Stoves, Radios, 4 new baby car
to $20;
overWOMAN wanted for general house- , riages, -price from $10
work, family of 2 References required I stuffed sets with springs and studio
MRS A. L. BABBIDGE. Lake Ave ~
nl sale on 09””erlO
Special
xl2"” CilL*
ConTel.’ I couches. Rnixo
930R
_______ _______ 68tf goleum rugs, $3 98. EARL BOYNTON
the Camden Arch. Tel. 2041. Cam
HOUSEKEEPER wanted Tel THOM at
den.
73-75
ASTON 8 or apply 17 DUNN ST., Thom12 FT SKIFF for sale Built new in
e*?®’______________ _ ____________ 68tf
ST..
CARPENTER and
roofl’ng work June. Can be seen at 6 WARREN73*75
wanted. HENRY TEIRILA. RFD 1 City.
Waldoboro. TEL. WALDOBORO 41-23'
EIGHT Hereford yearlings heifers
70tf and heller calves for sale, all registered
tested. Priced to sell VTR*
WILL buy household contents and and Bangs
L. MORSE & ©ON, North Waldo
contents of cottages, also old glass an J GIL
boro, Me.
73tf
china.
Highest
paid
CARI
SIMMONS.
2 Parkprices
St. R^ckTand
T^P
OAK dining table, buffet and 6 chairs
irzr.____________ _ ____________
7otf for sale. For Information CALL 969J
72 75
WTLL buy rags, metal, all kinds of
paper, and second hand fumto,,™
JOHNSON three and one-half horse
P. O Box 862 TEL. 3T4R
Power out-board twin motor fcr
wF^ni
and 8tove* wanted. sale; 163 NEW COUNTY RD Teh
69d
Pay c&sh or trade for now 902W.

Fred Swarl

I

1
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Tuesday-Friday
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SALE
Drops, 35c pk.
DING'S. 175 RanirhHe they last!
75*76
Wheel base truck;
tcolnv+lle for sale.
ANDERSON. West
75*76
Pullets for sale. 16
each.
Tel. 14-15,
icFARLAND. Union.
________ 75-76
6 weeks old. $4.
117W.________ 15-16
ldlng with asphalt ■ x25 and has 6 winEL 25. City. 75-76 F
sale Good conMILLER.
West
____________ 75*76
jullets for sale, 50%
is. $2. A E. BURNS,
___________ 75*76

111. dressing 300 to
ur pork now. A. E
Union
75*76
Jtove for sale. W
tdcn St.
75*76
for sale. Victrolas,
table models, new
tes. new and used
>w pre-war studio
double, nice new
. beat this tf you
•eakfast sets (Dlst new box wood
a very large stock
-e H B EURNIW^shlngton, Me.
5 25 ________ 74tf
_ts for sale. HomeChevrolet motor,
ie. 6-horse engine,
mounted on iron
?r olectrlc motor.
!20. perfect.

Corp. Wendell Mitchell, USA.
who has spent a short furlough with
his parents. Rev. and Mrs C S.
Mitchell, left Thursday for Okla
homa Enroute he visited his sister
Miss Ethel Mitchell,-in Portland.
Ladies of the OA R. spent a most
enjoyable day Thursday at “Camp
Merrie Macs’’ Shore Acres.
Mrs Fred Swanson, son Philip
and Mrs. Sven Swanson and son
nald of Worcester, Mass., are
4^'
spending a few weeks in*town
Mrs. Herbert Pelkey was home
from Worcester, Mass., over the
weekend.
David Duncan Jr., who was on a
short leave with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs David Duncon Sr - re
turned Sunday to Sampson, N. Y
Allen Drake and son Marshall
have closed “The Breakers” and
left for Florida to spend the Winter
months.

The Non Eaters spent Thursday
at Camp Drew Drop.
Alvin Cobb recently returned
from Richford, Vt., where he was a
■vest of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Brown.
Mother and Daughter Club en
joyed an all day session at the Pool
Cottage, Thursday.
DDOM. Mildred Ccllins of
Auburn will inspect Marguerite
Chapter, O.ES. at a special meet
ing Wednesday night Sept. 20.

’ There will be work on three candi
dates. Refreshments will be served
after the ceremonies.
Dr William Motzenbecker and
family who have spent the Summer
in town, returned Saturday to
Newark N. J.
| Mrs H A. Townsend is in Med
ford. Mass., where she was called
by the death of her brother William
Bright.
News has been received of the
birth of a daughter (Nancy Ann*
Sept 10 to Mr and Mrs. Vivian
Libby of Wollaston, Mass.
Mrs Muriel Lane and Mrs. Vera
Johnson were hostesses Friday
night to the Atlantic Avenup Bridge
Club at the Lane Cottage, Pleasant
River. Supper was served and a
social evening of bridge enjoyed.
Mervyn Reynolds of Barre, Vt.
and Mrs Sue Martens of Soutfi
Bend, Ind have been visiting Mr.
Reynolds uncles Ralph, Fred and
Ernest Clayter.
Capt. Lercy Nickerson is a patient
at Knox Hospital. He was accom
panied to Rockland by Nurse Mrs.
Emeline Wadsworth.
Fred Geary, who has been the
guest of Mr. and Mrs Wendell
Smith, has returned to Springfield.
Mass.

Union Church Circle picnifi has
been postponed until Friday, Sept
22, and will be held at the home
of Mrs. Elizabeth Hutchison. Mem
bers not solicited please bring
sweets Those wishing transporta
tion, meet at the band stand at
10 a. m.
The Girl Scouts met Friday aft
ernoon at the Washington School,
i Those present were Mrs Erma Carl-

i son leader, Alice Warren, Evelyn
Philips, Priscilla Carlson, Ada Dyer,
Annie Rcbinscn, Phyllis Rcbertson,
Jean Kelwick, Cynthia Tapper The
j next meeting will be held Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Brown re
turned Saturday to Boston, having
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Creed.
Mr. and Mrs Allred Lawry and
Mrs. O-car Lawry of Thomaston
are at their home at Granite Island.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Peterson of
Boston, Mass, are receiving con
gratulations on the birth of a son
Jeffery James Peterson, born Sept.
5, 1944.
Miss Muriel Chilles returned
Tuesday from Rcckland
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Bradstreet
observed their 50th wedding anni
versary Sept 13 by a family get
together. Lunchecn was served
which Included two anniversary
cakes made by their daughters Mrs,
Gladys Young, and Mrs. Leola
Smith. Besides their daughters
they have eight grandchildren and
one great grandson Kenneth Hop
kins of New Haven. They received
air mail greetings from their grand
son AMM2c Murray Hopkins in
Jacksonville, Fla., who is in the U.
S Nvay.
Both Mr. and Mrs Bradstreet are
members cf Marguerite Chapter,
Order of the Eastern Star. Mr.
Bradstreet having served that or
der as Worthy Patron, 11 years. He
also served as Commander of De
Valois Ccmmandery, Knigihts Temp
lar. High Priest of Atlantic Royal
Arch Chapter and Worshipful
Master of Moses Webster Lodge.
Mr Bradstreet is one of the 50 year

members of the Masonic Ladge Mr.
and Mrs. Bradstreet received gifts
of money and other presents, a
shower of greeting cards and al9O
received many callers.
Mrs. Mary Candage has returned
from Knox Hcpital where she was
a patient two weeks. She was ac
companied home by her daughters,
Lena Webb and Gladys Lawry’.

NORTH WARREN
j

Mr and Mrs D R. Cummings of
Unicn were callers at Alford Wiley’s
recently.
Ernest Benner cf Detroit, Mich,
is staying at the home of Walter
Calderwood and calling on old ac
quaintances in town

Callers at the home of C. W.
Mank Tuesday were Ernest Benner
Fred Tolman died Sept. 13 in
of Michigan, Mrs. Clarence Whi.ney
Portland. He was'born in Vinal and Mrs. H. A. Hawes, beth of
haven. the son of Stewart and Pa- Union.
lience Tolman. His age was 67
( Mrs Bertha Russell and Forrest
years.
Mr. Telman was educated in the ^Newbert were dinner guests Sunday
at the heme cf her daughter Mrs.
public schools of Vinalhaven. where
Ernest Stedson other ca’.lers at the
he spent most of his life with the
Statson heme last week were Mrs.
exception of the last 30 years in
Maud Calderwood, Mrs Frank CalPortland, where he had employment
■ derwood and daughters Ann and
with the Mid-Central Fish Firm
He is survived by cne sister. Mrs. Sar.dra of Union , Jesse Jordan of
Bridgewater, Mass., and Mrs. Wil
Edward Philbrook of this town,
bert Mank cf Ncrth Waldoboro and
three nieces and four nephews.
Ernest Benner of Detroit, Mich
Mr. Tolman was a charter mem
I
Mrs. Alford Wiley is ill
ber of the Order of Red Men. The
body was brought Friday from Port
land and services were htld at the
Headley funeral home at 2 p. m..
SOUTH MONTVILLE
Rev. C S. Mitchell, pastor of Unicn
Callers Sunday at Elizabeth J.
Church officiated.
There were Edgecombs were Mr. and Mrs. Ro
beautiful floral tributes. Interment land Edgecomb of Appleton. Joseph
was in Ocean View Cemetery. The Pushaw and family of South Hope,
bearers: Merle Telman, Sidney Mr. and Mrs. Albert Pease of Hope
Winslow, Harry Yeung, Everett and Mr. and Mrs. Ederick Edge
Billings, Everett Tolman, Langtry comb Stanley Wellman and family
Smith.
of Lincolnville recently visited his
father, John Welman, who is re
siding at Mil. Edgecombs home.
Ederick Edgecomb is now employed
at George Crane’s mill in Liberty.
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Yes, a salad is like a symphony — not a
solo, but a blending of tone or taste patterns.
The most important element in ail orches
tra is the leader — the man who blends the
music together. The “leader" for a delicious
salad is fine mayonnaise — you miss the zest
without it, and only the best mayonnaise can
harmoniously blend the assorted flavors of
salad fruits or vegetables.
It is a talent *for which Cain's Mastermixt
Mayonnaise has long been noted. Delivered
fresh — and frequently — to your grocer.
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History, Home Life and Personal Recollections
By SIDNEY L. WINSLOW

This has the appearance of a whale, but in reality it is knewn as
“Murder Rock,” and figures in a legendary tale of early Vinalhaven, nar
rated in this installment of S. L. Winslow’s Vinalhaven history.

(Sixth Installment)
At the end of Queen Anne's war
the Colonists felt that the worst
was over, that they might pursue
their respective occupations in peace
and with a normal heme life, but
peace was of
short duration
and they soon
were harassed by
another conflict.
From Dr. Louis
Clinton Hatchs
History of Maine
I get the follow
ing:
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
‘ Details of the
bloody raids upon
the settlers of
the Maine coast can be found in
all the histories of New England;
but cne aspect of them, which is
insufficiently familiar, s the war
fare waged upon the English fish
ing vessels during Dummer’s War
1722-1725
In this the Malbeets
and Micmacs, bold seafarers both,
joined the tribes to the westward,
so that all along the eastern coast
of Maine there was great danger
to all small vesels.
"Lying in their canoes in some
concealed place, the Indians would
suddenly put out, shoct the helms

if for gun, square

ilstered. price $25;
nt owes and lambs
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They retired from this section after
their numbers had• been greatly depleted by an epidemic of small pox
or as one historian expresses it
“when the Indians died in great
numlbers like rotten sheep.”
After-the epidemic the Tarratine
tribe seems 'to have disbanded and
its members became affiliated with
the other ccastal tribes who, be
cause of this affiliation, were forced
to bear some of the stigma of can
nibalism.
It is written that the Tarrantines
were the most vicious and maraud
ing of all the tribes in this section,
' and other Indians stoed in, great
fear of them. Their headqiiarters
were near what is now Saint Jdhn.

N. B, but they would occasion
ally swoop down in great num
bers and rob the vegetable gardens
and cornfields of the more peaceful
coastal tribes
Thus it appears that during
Dummer's War, when all the tribes
along the coast from Eastport to
New York, united in war against
the whites, the settlers in this sec
tion of the coast were veritably “be
tween the devil and the deep blue
sea.”
During this war no less than 22
were slain near the Fox Islands by

man of the unsuspicious boat, and

the Indians.

as the ve ssl fell off, would beard
her and kill or imprison the crew.
Then after stripping her. she would
be taken to some sequestered spot
and burned. Manj were thus de
stroyed, leaving no trace, in Fcx
Island Thorcughftore and Eggcmoggin Reach.”
The first outrage of this sort is
described in the 'following item
taken from Felt’s History of Ips
wich, Mass.;
“Jacob and Daniel Tlltcn, broth
ers, with a boy, were in a small ves
sel from Ipswich, at Fox Islands in
Penobscot Bay. The principal In
dians and four more came off to
them, pretending to be peaceful.
But half of them, after a hard
struggle, succeeded to tie the hands
and feet of Jacob and the other half
did the same to Daniel. Two of the
Indians went, ashore to tell the re
sult of their enterprise.
"Daniel persuaded one of the re
mainder, employed in plundering
the ves el, to loose him so that he
might get something which • they
would like. This was done; he ob
tained a knife and set his brother
free.
The Indians saw this and
rushed toward' them and a severe
fight ensued; but the Tiltons with
their knives and what other instru
ments they could furnish them
selves, with, despatched! the In
dians. On seeing three canoes full
of these people on their way to
wards them, they cut their cable,
hoisted1 the sails and escaped,
though badly wounded."
A poem in the writer’s fjpssession, and written by one of the par
ticipants in the above encounter,
describes the affair in detail includ
ing some cf the conversation ex
changed between the opposing
forces One epithet hurled at the
Indians (who were Pentagoets)
by the white men during the verbal
part -Of the conflict was the word
“cannibal.” “This." says the his
torian, “was probably a mere rhet
orical echo of the old Tarratine
tales ”
The Tarratines or Micmacs, once
a powerful tribe, and very warlike,
were often accused of cannibalism.

Outstanding and in.eresting items
Of early local history are hard to
find and meagre in detail and the
slender thread cf information lead
ing from the days of our islands
have become familiar and hack
neyed yet they must ever be re
peated by present and future his
torians in making a consistent con
tinuity.
The following story of the affair
at Murder Rock and the preceding
one of the Tiltons are among the
few events ot historical moment
which have been preserved, and I
wonder what other thrilling and
interesting tales may have tran
spired in connection with the de
struction of the 22 fishing boats
previously mentioned.
There is an old legend to the
effect that there was a party of set
tlors or fishermen killed by the In
dians op a ledge in the cove which
is known as Old Harbor; this ledge
has since borne the name of Mur
der Roek, and a small island adja
cent to it is called Burying Island.
It was here that the settlers are said
to be buried.
Whether this legend is true or
just another bit of folk lore is not
definitely known but it is a story
that has been handed down from
the earliest settlers and is said to
have occurred Aug. 24, 1724.
The story goes that the Indians,
having captured a party of white
men were holding them for ran
som They sent two of the cap
tives to the mainland to report the
capture and bring back the ransom
The ransem was to be paid in
ammunition, so much powder so
much shot. The emissaries were
cautioned however to bring back no
re-inforcements or the captives
wculd be put to death. The In
dians posted sentinels on a hill
nearby to watch for the return of
the men.
At last, after what must have
seemed an age to the white men, a
boat was seen by the sentinels, ap
proaching the islands. But alas
for the captives the boat contained
more than two men, whereupon the
Indians,

thinking

themselves be

trayed, speedily put the captives to
death.
The approaching boat however,
did not carry the party that was to
bring the ransom, neither did lt
attempt to stop at the island but
sailed on its way, its occupants
blissfully unconscious of the hor
rible scene that was being enacted
jn such close proximity to them
and in which they played such a
tragic but innocent part. It is re
corded that the real emissaries re
turned the next day only to dis
cover the mutilated bodies of their
former companions with their life
blood staining the rock where they
had been killed.
Atrocities such as this were
every day occurrences in the coastal
settlement during Dummer's War
and no community escaped- The
Indians were not always the aggres
sors of course but such acts as the
affair at Murder Reck, whether
perpetrated by the red men or the
whites, only intensified the hatred
that each held toward the other
and there was almost continuous
w’arfare between the settlers and the
Indians until the close of the French
and Indian War (1759-17«0).
(To be continued)

PLEASANT POINT
Residents here defied the weather
Thursday night to give a welcome
and housew’arming to Mr and Mrs.
Guy Simpson and Miss Elisabeth
Ogilvie en Gay Island Music and
dancing was enoyed and refresh
ments served. The party arrived
safe on tire mainland just as the
storm broke. Those present were
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Delano, Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Vose, Mr. and Mrs
Robert Ames, Mrs. James Davis,
Melba Ulmer, James Smith, Rich
ard Dunn, Mr. 'and Mrs. Kenneth
Sevon, Mr. and Mrs. Dana Herrick
and sen, Mrs Madeline Stimpson
and Roland Stimpson
James Smith returned to Jamaica
Plain, Mass. Saturday.
Mrs. James Seavey returned
home Thursday from a visit with
her daughter Mrs Elizabeth Inabinet, in St. George.
Mrs. Mary Morse who died early
Tuesday morning after a short ill
ness, was taken to Reading, Mass.,
where funeral services will be held
She leaves a niece, Mrs. Richard
Davis of this place and other rela
tives. Mr and Mrs. Herbert Morse
and Mrs. Fannie Stckes, daughter
of Mrs. Morse returned to Massa
chusetts Tuesday.
Miss Marilyn Maloney left Thurs
day for New York to attend schoolShe accompanied Mr and Mrs.
George Payne who have returned to
their home in New York.
Mrs. Frank Ogilvie returned
Thursday to Quincy, Mass., for the
Winter.
Ms. Maud Stone of Port Clyde is
caring for her mother Mrs. Laura
Flinton who is in ill health.
William Upham and Mrs Addle
Warren of Camden returned home
Friday after visiting Mr and Mrs.
Kenneth Sevon several days.
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JOHN E. CAIN COMPANY, Cambridge, Mass.
A. C. PITCHER, Distributor of Cain Food Products
23 Pearl Street, Belfast. Me.
CAIN’S .MAYONNAISE,
MASTERMIXT
SALAD

S A N D W I C H • S P tf E A &. t . C AJ N ’ S P OT A;TO CHIPS,
DRESSING
A N D^.-.O T HE R <T A 'B L E & D
I € A C I E S

*oR fTavor and thirst
Aft
Pepsi-Cola Company. Long Island Citv. N. F.
FRANCHJbED BOTTLE»: FEPSl-COLA BOTTLING GO OF AVBVRN

for

835 Howard Street, San Francisco 3, Calif.
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Always delicious. YOU make any flavor

and one-half horse
twin motor for
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in 2 minutes. Please ask your grocer

We're catching up slowly, but still cannot
supply all demand in all sizes. Be sure of our
honest effort to provide every grocer with his
fair share.
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Miss Jean P. Oillchrest daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James Augustus
Oillchrest of Green street, has en
tered Colby Junior College in New
London, N. H. to major ln liberal
arts. The College has opened for
its 108th year with a total student
registration of 378.
Mrs. Robert Mosley
(Marie
Clark? of Washington, D. C„ is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Enoch Clark,
Averyl Reed F. C. R. U. S. Navy,
passed a few days ln town with his
mother Mrs. Leona Reed at her
home on Beechwood street.
James Oillchrest has resumed his
duties at McDonald’s Drug store.
Mrs. Harriet Tillson will enter
tain the Knights and Sisters at a
picnic supper, Friday at 6 o'clock at
her home on the Meadow road.
Each will take own dishes.
Frank Whitney, has returned to
his home at Pittsfield, Mass., after
visiting his sister Miss Eliza Whit
ney.
The American Legion Auxiliary
will hold a rummage sale Saturday,
1:30 to 4:30 at Vinal Block formerly
occupied by Mrs. Inez Ames. Dishes
will be acceptable. ,
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Hanley of
Norfolk Va., are guests of his moth
er, Mrs. Oeorge B. Hanley for a
week.
Misses Ruth, Snowman and Lil
lian O'Neil have been appointed as
sistants for Miss Ella Kate Oill
chrest at thi Public Library.
Ralph and Raymond Silver have
returned to Brookline, Mass., after
visiting their sister Miss Martha
Stone.
Mrs. Robert L. Perry, who recent
ly bought a home in town was hon
ored at tea given by Mrs. Stephen
Lavender, at her home on Elliot
street Wednesday, afternoon. Guests
invited were: Mrs. Lawrence Hill
and daughter, Judy, Mrs. Forest
Stone and son, Peter, Mrs. Ronald
Burgess and daughter, Susan, Mrs.
Malcolm Seavey and son Charles,
Mrs, Robert Mayo, Mrs. Elmer In
galls, Miss Jane Miller and Miss
Mildred Demmons.
Pfc. Roland Hahn who passed his
furlough with Sirs. Hahn returned

Thursday to Frederick, Okla.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Rowland
went Friday to Hartford. Conn., aft
er visiting Mr. and Mrs. Enoch
Clark for a few days.
Half

Hour

x

Reading

Club

meets tomorrow at the home of Miss
Rita C. Smith at 8 p. m. The club
is fortunate in having for its speak
er. Miss Alice M. Jordon of Boston,
the New England authority on
children’s books, who will speak on
that subject. Miss Jordan is a for
mer resident of this town and has
been generous to the library.
Jean Marie, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Percy C. Williams, celebrated
her 11th birthday Saturday, enter
taining a group of friends at a par
ty at her home on Knox street
Games included a peanut hunt for
which a prize was awarded Char
lene Spaulding, and pinning on the
donkey’s tail in which Jane Pendle
ton of Rockland and Roberta Mayo
were successful. Sandwiches, punch,
dessert and candy were served and
there were two birthday cakes—one
the gift of Jean’s grandmother, Mrs.
Bert Wardwell of Rockland . Mrs.
Maynard Williams, Mrs. Merton
Quinn and Mrs. Wardwell assisted
Mrs. Williams in serving and the
other guests were: Arlene Miller of
Rockland; Constance Knight. Au
drey Young. Virginia Pease. Sally
Oillchrest, Geraldine Billings, Sally
Morse. Mary Greenleaf, Maureen
and Sharon Quinn and Bobby Wil
liams.
Mrs. Leonard Packard of Need
ham, Mass., has returned home after
visiting her sister, Mrs. Martin
Webber for several weeks.

Did it ever occur to you to study
The W3CS of the Monument the daily use tf Language cf per
Square Methodist Church met

I

Pictured sending blinker message aboard their Coast Guard Combat Cutter
somewhere in the Atlantic are Raymond L. Ellis (left), signalman, third
class, U. S. N., of 198 Rankin street, Rockland: and Coast Guardsman
Stanley A. Byzewski, seaman, first class, of Philadelphia.

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST
(Monday through. Friday at 12.33
p. m., over Stations WBZ, Boston;
WBZA, Springfield; WJAR, Prov
idence; WTIC, Hartford; WCSH,
Portland, and at 2 p. m., WLBZ
Bangor.)
Are you ready with some good
hearty recipes to meet the return
ing appetites of your family? They’ll
be wanting real “stick-to-the-ribs"
things, like baked macaroni, hearty
soups, cabbage rolls, veal stew, pot
roast, etc. All these “goodies” are

was guest Friday of her sister and
brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Stanley. Miss Margaret Osgood of
Vanceboro was also guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Stanley.
Raymond Ludwig, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Ludwig was a tonsilec
tomy patient Satuday at the Me
morial Hospital. Damariscotta.
■I

Albert Hall

Albert Hall, who died at his home
at Beechwoods street, Sept. 12, was
born in Knox, Dec. 13. 1855. He
was the son cf George Sayward and
Lavinia Ingraham Hall. The family
moved to this town in 1863 and
bought the Oliver Jordan farm
where the family have always re
sided.
He was educated in the public
school, and later as the custom was,
made several trips to sea, sailing
with Capt. John Turner and with
Capt. Warren Mills. Not enjoying
the life at sea. he remained in San
Francisco, working as a horse car
driver, until the longing for the old
farm sent him East and where he
lived to the great age of 88.
A cheerful disposition and a re
markable memory enabled him to
derive great pleasure from reciting
long passages of Scripture, poems
and jingles.
He was married in 1904 to Louise
Cleveland, who died in 1943.
He is survived by five children:
Alcada, a teacher of music in the
public schools of Sanford; Sayward,
who with his brother Albert con
ducts the farm; William 1st officer
in the Merchant Marine and George
in service overseas; two sister, Ag
nes D. Wincapaw of South Warren,
Bertha C. Hall of Thomaston and a
brother Lewis of South Warren.
Services were held in St. John's
Episcopal Church Friday with Rev.
William E. Berger of Camden the
officiant. Burial was in the village
cemetery. The bearers were his
two sons, Sayward and Albert.
Richard O. Elliot. Allyn W Pea
body and Earl Woodcock.

Miss Ruth Grant of Old Town

Leqal Notice
Visit Us Sometime
Some people who read
this do not know us or our
home. To those we would
like to extend a sincere
invitation to visit us at
any time. We have tried
to create a peaceful haven
for use in times of grief
for our neighbors to re
gard as their home. Our
home and our efforts are
equally at the service of
all who need them.

DAVIS FUNERAL HOME
TEL. 192

THOMASTON, Me.

C

Canning Pears

(12 pounds will make 8 to 12 pint
jars)
The small varieties of pears such
as the Seckel are generally canned
whole, while the larger varieties
such as

the

Bartlett

are packed

as halves or slices or quarters.
1. With a sharp knife remove the
peel from ripe pears. Leave whole
or cut as desired and remove the
cores and the bundle of fibres ex
tending from core to stem. (A
melon ball cutter is handy to twirl
out the cores from pear halves). As
fast as pears are prepared, drop into
a weak brine to prevent discolora
tion (3 tablespoons salt to 4 quarts
of water).
2. Remove from brine enough
pears f&r 2 or 3 jars, place in a
square cf cheesecloth, gather up the
corners to form a bag and dip in
boiling water for 1 to 3 minutes, de
pending on the size of the pieces
and the ripeness of the fruit. Cool
quickly in cold water.
3. Pack into clean, tested jars,
packing the fruit so that it fits to
gether and makes a fairly tight
pack, and gives an attractive ap
pearance.
4. Fill the packed jars with me
dium syrup—a proportion of 2 cups
of sugajg to 4 cups of water, com
bined and boiled 5 minutes. Agi
tate to remove air bubbles and wipe
off the sealing surface carefully.
5 Seal jars according to type
used. Process in the hot water
bath 25 minutes for pints. 30 min
utes for quarts, counting the time
when the water (which should
cover the jars) boils.
6 Remove jars from canner and
adjust seals if necessary according
to type of jar used. Cool thorough
ly without inverting or covering.
Variation 1 Fcr salad pears,
place a red Maraschino cherry in
the core hollow of each prepared,
brined and blanched pear half. Se
cure with a toothpick and proceed
ns above. Variation 2. For Spiced
Pears, tuck a stick of cinnamoh
r.nd 2 or 3 whole cloves in each quart
jar of pears while packing. Pro
ceed as above. Variation 3. For
P nk Cinnamon Pears, add about
4 tablespoons red cinnamon canries to each quart of the medium
s- rup prepared to fill the jars of
rears. Proceed as above.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
F J O'Hara & Co.. Inc., having made
application to th* Municipal Officers
ol the City ot Bockland. Maine, for per
mission to enlarge their wharf into the
tide waters cf said Rockland as fol
lows. to wilt:
Beginning at the North West cor
ner of granite wharf now occupied
bv Cold Storage Plant, owned by
said F J. O'Hara & Sons Inc and
extending In a Northerly d'rectlon
flftv feet Thence ln en Easterly
direction parallel to ‘he present
■wall approximately 135 feet to west
wall of the formerly called. Dono
hue wharf Said wharf to be built
of granite.”
Now the said Municipal Officers of j
the City of Rockland, hereby give no
tice. at least three days before said
hearing, by publishing this notice ln
The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper pub
lished ln said Rockland, as required by
Chapter 88. of the Public Laws of 1935.,
that a hearing wUl be held on the
premises of said F. J. O'Hara & Sons.
Inc. adjacent to the above location
on Tuesday, the nineteenth day of
September A. D 1944. at twelve o'clock
noon, at which time and place, all per
sons Interested will be given an oppor
tunlty to be heard, why said permis
****•«««« ♦ ♦ * *
sion shoul not be given.
Edward R Veazie. Mayer
Jbhn W Lane.
ThoseBoysNeedw^
Ralph L

22 KNOX STREET

among the “101 Ways to Prepare
Macaroni ’ in the free La Rosa
Grade A Macaroni Book . . which is
yours for the asking!
Nothing gives a person a warmer
feeling of justified pride than a
fresh Kyanize paint job on an en
tire room or on one small object.
Send today for your free copy of
the Kyanize Book called /‘Bring
Your Bright Ideas to Life With
Color” and plan your fall “Kyanizing spree!”
The free Rumford Baking Powder
Company folder of “Quick Breads’’
is yours for the asking, too. Your
family will love Rumford Sweet Po
tato Nut Muffins . . .and if your
family includes children you'll have
thieir eyes shining at sight and
taste of Rumford Peanut Biscuit
Flakes . . . easy to make as rolling
out a biscuit dough!
Send all requests for the above
offers to Marjorie Mills % N. E.
Network, or the Station to which
you are listening.
•»

Wiggin,

John J. Ferry.
Albert J. Brlcklev.
William J Sullivan.
Eliot Gamage.
Rodney

L.

Murphy.

Municipal Officers of the City of
Bockland.
73-tf
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the heme of the president Mrs.
Bemis on Pearl street in Camden
last Wednesday. A goodly number
were present and a pleasing pro
gram was enjoyed
Among the
music numbers were banjo solos by
Mrs. Jchn H. Andrews of Rockport.
A candlelight luncheon and coffee
was served. All report a delightful
time. The next meeting will be
held with Mrs. Elizabeth Burgess
on Mechanic street next Wednes
day.
An important business meeting
of the Camden Chamber of Com
merce will be held Wednesday at
7.30 p. m, at the Town offices,
Washington street. As a result of
a unanimous vote by the members
in the referendum at the last elec
tion, the annual meeting will be
held in October instead of In Janu
ary. Business i to be taken up on
Wednesday night includes the elec
tion O’f a nominating committee to
prepare a slate of candidates for
election to the board of directors
in October. President “Gil” Har
mon will announce appointment of
the Judges of the Polls, and audi
tor and plans for the annual meet
ing will be, discussed.
Marshall Foxwell has returned to
Andover, Mass., to resume his
studies at Phillips Academy.
Fredi Swan has returned to his
home on Chestnut street after a
15-days’ vacation in Florida.
Priscilla Newbert, daughter of Mr.
andi Mrs. Philip Newbert, Park
jtreet, recently entertained on her
third birthday. Among those pres
ent were: Mrs Harold Weymouth
and daughter Anne; Mrs. Kenneth
Holt and son Bobbie; Mrs. Barbara
Haining and daughter (Linda; Mrs.
Laaka and son Ralph; Mrs. Gilbert
Harmon and daughter Jane; and
Mrs. Forest Spear and daughter
Carolyn.
Richard (Shields of North Haven
is visiting frends in town.

Miss Lucille Dwinal left Sunday

sons to reflect the mirror of their

thinking?

Words should be sudied before
use and not thrown off helter-skel
ter, as most cf us are too apt to do,
most of the time.
Language is the acute and sensi
tive force in life we are all too apt
io forget, and rely on a few old
worn out words for daily use in
expression of our thoughts, when
at one’s call we can have thoughts
flowerlike' to Inspire the sweet per
fume of character in expression
It is thus poetry comes to the
very “heart of hearts," and many
who f.nd themselves weak in poetic
simulation can brace their emo
tions with the well chosen word, if
they take time to analyze the
thought. The abruptly and harassed
lack cf the art of finer poetic word
ing will be smoothed away.
This time spent will count high
in any line of literary effort. Deep
emotional aspirations come easier
to some than to others. The finer
use of words denotes study for high
est substance and fullest meaning.
The cultivation of poetic feeling
may lend one to profound under
standings- It is not a difficult
thing to dash off verse; some may
hit high in this way. and write lines
which live to hold hearts. Mostly
the easly written, uninspired verses
live but a day, and are gone. Some
of these lost lines might Tiave en
dured/if choicer wording had been
studied to denote higher thinking
musically and from a literary stand
point.
Today more attention is being
given to poetic outlet for the pentup feeings than ever before. Maga
zines are asking for poetry and al
most every newspaper has its poetry
spaces. This has inspired many
hacks like myself to try out these
urgings of the inner mind and
heart.
There Is no loss in this but space.
Sometimes the space is well used,
as we often find in this newspaper,
and gives to its readers many gems
of thought midst the several verses
lacking possibly because of too little
thought.
I wish to urge the study of poetic
words, and use of words with high
est meaning if the effort made for
poetry is of worth- Again I urge
the thought this study may often
tell the true strength and1 characer of a writer in any line.
Think this out —K. S, F.

for Winthrop, Me, where shq will
assist in harvesting the apple crop.
Eddie Dodge will re-open his
Red Cross First Aid classes at the
Opera House on Wednesday at 7
p. m. The Standard and Advance
Courses will be given to members
of the Ski Patrol as well as to oth
ers who wish to thus prepare
themselves to help in emergencies.
All those who wish to renew their
Red Cross certificates for another
two years, may take this as a re
fresher course and thereby meet fishing trip.
requirements.
Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth recently
entertained
at
luncheon
seven
Elaine Hoffses of Mountain street;
members
of
the
Knox
County
entertained friends Saturday, to
celebrate her fifth birthday. Guests Scribblers’ Club who are known as
were: Anne Beukelman, Mary the “Fire Fighters" because of their
Ames, Ruth and Barbara (Lincoln, valiant efforts at helping her ex
Steve Dietz, Jacquo Salzedo, Row tinguish a blaze at her home dur
land and Barbara Banks, Frank, ing a meeting there some months
,
Eloise and Jchn Cunningham, Cary ago.
Dr.
Kenneth
Holt
is
spending a
and Penny Cooper, Scott and Glen
week
with
his
family
at
the heme
na Rollins, Kenneth Weymouth,
Betty Ames, Bobbie Holt, Linda of Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Jamieson
after which Mrs- Helt and their son
Haining, Shirley Thompson.
Mr. and Mrs Lew Dietz of the Bo-bbie will return with him to their
“Smiling Cow” have bought the home in Boston.
The Masonic motion picture, “My
“Community House,” Rcckport from
Son is Your Brother,” will be shown
Mrs. Efrem Zimbalist, *
Dr. Thurman B. Given, Miss at Amity Ledge, Sept. 22 at 8 o'clock.
Doris Given, Boyd Given and Dr. All Masons and their ladies and
Weikle, all of Brooklyn, N. Y. have members of the Eastern Star are
been spending a week at Hotel Ed invited. There will be no charge
wards While the doctors sampled for admission.
Capt. Irving Barbour, who has
the fishing in our vicinity. This was
an extension to ^Moosehead Lake recently been a patient at Pratt Di
agnostic Hospital has returned and
is now at Community Hospital.
Miss Laura Strang, who has been
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Sykes
for four weeks, has returned to
Milton, Mass.
/
Rev. George F. Bolster, district
superintendent of the Maine Bap
tist Convention, will occupy Bap
tist pulpit Sunday, during the absense of the regular pastor, Rev.
Melvin H. Dorr, Jr.
Mrs. C. J. Grasso is guest of her
daughter and son-in-law. Mr. and
Mrs. G. H. Thomas.
Mrs. Charles Burgess and Mrs.
Ralph Johnson were in Hope Sun
day to attend funeral of Mrs. Sarah
Fuller, who died at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Agnes Hart.
Rev. Henry Beukelman, who has
been absent on .vacation, will resume
Sunday occupation of the pulpit
at the Methodist Church.
W8CJ5, will meet Wednesday at
the home of Mrs. Charles Burgess.
Brewster Jameson left Monday
to resume his studies at Governor
Dummer Academy, South Byfield,
tf*-ineh of soot can cause you
Mass., where he will enter the
69% fuel loss...eliminate that
senior class

_Jl clean SOOT
from furnace fire
box to chimney-top

For (
Coal
or Gas
furnace

00
buys a Winter’s Supply

Owing to war-time conditions the
program cf the Twentieth Century
Club will be changed this year to
keep up with world conditions; and
meetings will be changed to one
evening meeting each month (the
first Friday) along with three after
noon meetings in order that all
members may attend. The club
magazine “Scholastic” will be in
the hands of the members the week
preceding each meeting. The leader
for the day will lead discussion or
read material frem the magazine
as she wishes, i
1
Mr. and Mrs. Osmond S. True
who have been visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Alonzo P. Spear., returned Fri
day to Scarsdale, N. Y.
The Thimble Club will meet Wed
nesday with Mrs. Evelyn Crockett.
Mrs. Jennie Burns, who has been
a patient at the Ear and Eye In
firmary, Portland, returned home
last week and is at the home of her
son, Orris Burns.
Fred A. Norwood, WR.C, will held
a social gathering tonight at the
home of Mrs. Ellen Bohndell. Every
one is asked to take soijie article to
sew or embroider.
Harbor Light Chapter, O.E.S., will
hold its annual inspection tonight.
Kenneth Daucett, Jr., who has
been overseas for three years is
spending a 30-day furlough at
home.
The Johnson Society will meet
Wednesday with Mrs. Marion In
graham.
The Baptist Ladies Circle will
meet Wednesday with Mrs. Arthur
K Walker.
Rev. Converse Nickerson of Som
erville, Mass., was weekend guest at
the home of Mrs. Emma Torrey.
Mrs. Dwight Snow and son Dwight
of Camden are visiting Mrs. Bernice
King.
Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth gave a
luncheon recently to six friends.

ST. GEORGE
Sm. Nathan Fuller of the U. S.
Navy is spending several days at
his home here.
Miss Edith G. Watts and Miss
Cert Murdough have returned to
Lynn and Belmont, Mass., after
spending their vacations at the
Watts Farm.
Miss Charlotte Caddy of Bruns
wick returned home Monday after
visiting Mrs. Merrill Wall for sev
eral days.
CMM Clyde Grant , U. S. Coast
Guard, has returned to Florida.
Mrs. Grant accompanied him as far

as Boston.
Annie Kinney of Camden spent
the weekend at her home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hocking and
fafnily entertained the Red Cross
workers and guests Friday at their
cottage “The Ledges.” A social
evening was followed by refresh
ments. Present were Mr. and Mrs.
F. O. Hilt, Mr. and Mrs.' Clyde
Grant, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Robinson,
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Hall and son
True, Mr. and Mrs. Russell Thomas.
Mr. and Mrs. Seymour Fuller, Mr.
and Mrs. Alton Brown, Mr. and Mrs.
Perkins, Mrs. Ardie Thomas, Mrs.
Geneva Hall, Mrs. C. D. Hazelton,
Mrs. Julian Hawkin, Mrs. Emma
Kinney, Winslow Robinson, Ella and
Leola Robinson and Eloisa Kinney.
A surprise birthday party was
held Saturday for Sulo Rytky at the
home of his sister, Mrs. William
Hill, St. George. A birthday cake
made by Mrs. Hill, together with
flowers made a centerpiece for the
table. Mr. Rytky received a purse
of money together with several
other gifts.
Those present were:
Mr. and Mrs. Sten Glad Mr. and
Mrs. Barney Peterson and children
Dagma, Lily, Bruno and Clara, Mr
and Mrs. Toiva Johnson, Mr. and
Mrs. Wilho Elgland, Miss Louise
Fuller, Mr. and Mrs. William Hill
and children, Gloria, William, Jr.,
and Richard, Mrs. Erick Rytky and
son Arthur, Oliver Niemi. Hilda
Korpinen and Lewis Ribinson, all of
St. George; Mrs. Annie Kyllonen
and son Elvin from Waldoboro; Mrs.
Amanda Maki, Lillian O’Neil, Bev
erly Parker and Arthur Anderso n of
Thomaston; Mrs. Helen Merrill and
Edna Ranta of Bath. Those unable
to attend were Erick Rytky, Mr.
and Mrs Armas Rytky and Mr and
Mrs. William Rytky from Rockland;
Jennie Anderson and Mr. and Mrs.
Mattie Hili and Alex Jacobson, En
tertainment was furnished by the
George's River Orchestra.
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The Freshman Reception, fol
lowed by a dance will be held at the
High School gym., Friday night.
There are 19 enrolled in the Fresh
man class. New members are: Ar
thur Jura, Warren; Marion Jones,
Washington and Joan Morris, South
Hope
Orient Chapter, O.ES, will hold
their inspection the 28th. District
Deputy and Grand Conductress of
Grand Chapter, Mildred Collins of
Lewiston will inspect.
The family of Maynard Lucas was
all together over the weekend.
Corp. Austin Lucas from Pj’ote,
Texas; Private William Lucas from
Fort Story, Virginia; Phyllis Lucas,
Spar from Brookline, Mass., Jean
Lucas from Gates Business school
in Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Grant of
Biddeford spent the weekend with
Mr. and Mrs. Vivian Hannan.
Tlie WS.C.S. meeting wil 1 be
postponed to a week from Thursday
(28th). It will be held at the home
of Mrs. Jennie Thurston.
Mrs. Lizzie Hawes is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Nettie Jameson, Friend
ship.
Miss Barbara Creighton leaves to
morrow (Wednesday) to resume
studies at Miss Wheelecks school,
Eoston.
I
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hawes and I
family, Mr. and Mrs. Schuyler
Hawes and family. Mr. and Mrs. Al
fred Hawes and family were guests
Sunday of Mr. and . Mrs. Elmer
Jameson at a shore dinner, Hatchet
Cove, Friendship.
Mrs. Maude Howard of Razor
ville spent last week with Mrs.
Sarah Day.
Miss Agnes Day was home from

Augusta over the weekend.
.a
Private Henry Leonard arrived*’
Friday night from Missouri. He will
have until the 28th when he reports
for duty in Florida. Corp. Howard
Leonard arrived Saturday night
from Harlinger, Texas and after an
8-day leave will go to California.
Mrs J. C. Creighton returned
Sunday from visiting Mrs. Charles
Black. Palermo.
Mrs. Carrie Mank is the guest of
her daughter, Mrs. Carl Christofersen, Rockland.
Dr. and Mrs. Milton Stephenson
spent Monday ln town.
Mr. and Mrs. William Thomas
and family called on friends Satur-^F
day. They were on their way to •
Brownville to visit Mr, Thomas’
father. From Brownville they go to
Mars Hill, where Mr. Thomas re

Cor. Main & Talbot Ave.
ROCKLAND, ME.
75-76
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In

MOUNTAIN TOP

(Book rights reserved)
I shall go up to find the hlU-top shin
ing,
While down below the earth ls

^9

clothed with mist.
For I have shunned the altitude all
Summer,

Up to the wind-swept spot the sun
has kissed.

The way ls sprinkled with wild petaled

blossoms—
The silver gray of everlasting flowers;
The yellow cinquefoil and the high
. Oush blueberry, ‘
And sugar plum whose petals fell ln
showers.
To where the trees are broken near the
summit,

, ,

Like souls that weary their weight
of grief.
Yet God sends down His sunlight full
upon them.
As on the straight and tall and green

of leaf.
I did not dream sffch beauty could be
found here.

Below my feet the mist still has Its
way,
But over lt I see, distinctly showing,
Above the miles of water in the Bay.
Castine its old, old history unfolding.

And there Owls Head, with finger to
the sea,
z
While near at hand Belfast—an emer
ald bracelet.
Is set. with brilliants—steeped! In
mystery.
Pine-scented State, how full you are
of luring—
A brimming cup with life ln every
quaff.
Your sons and daughters leave your
hills and valleys,
Yet come again to write an epitaph!
*
---Mabel Gould Demers
9 Stoble St.. Waterville.

,
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ICE CREAM like this

wool

TAKES YEARS TO MAKE

BEAd
corlJ
infaI

When you taste that never-to-be-forgotten

flavor of our Sealtest Ice Cream, please remem
ber this:

Il took yean oj experience to

make it that

uay. And it’s this accumulated skill . . . which

we call our "KNOW HOW” . . . that helps to
make Sealtest Ice Cream so pure, delicious and

high in nutritional value.

YOU CAN ALWAYS DEPEKD ON

FRO-JOY

ICE CREAM
used food cans to help win the
war. Remove labels, wash, flatten.
Put in separate container next to
J your trash can. Save for local pickup.

prices.

sumes teaching.

loss with CHIMNEY SWEEP.

irs PATRIOTIC TO SAVt HJUI
SUNOCO
SERVICE STATION

<Vtsit Lucie:
jerond floor,
Fellows Bloc)
Coats and Cli

Dirnim of National Dairy ProdncH Corporation
Tunc io the Joao Davis—Sealtest Village Store Program, with lack Haler,
Thursdays. 9:30 P. M., NBC Network
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Social Matters
Members of Christmas Sewing
Club and their husbands were en
tertained Wednesday by Mrs. Knott
C. Rankin ior picnic supper and
social evening Those present were
Mr. and Mrs. Walter C. Ladd, Ur.
and Mrs. Harold L. Karl, Mr. and
Mrs. Donald L. Karl, Mr- and Mrs.
Osmond A. Palmer, Mr. and Mrs.
Leforest A. Thurston and Mr. and
Mrs. Rankin

Mrs Harold W. Philibrcok. observ
ing a birthday anniversary, was
honor guest at a family party held
Thursday night at the home of Mr
and Mrs. Alden H. Philbrook, Grove
street. Games were played and re
freshments were served. Those
present were Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Young, Mrs. Ethel Hclmes, Mrs.
Joan Robishaw, Mrs. Prances Phil
brook, Miss Jeannette Philbrock,
Donald Philbrook and Harold W.
Philbrook.
Mrs Philbrock was the
'
Bobby Stone celebrated his eighth
recipient
of
many gifts.
"TKjihday Wednesday by entertain
ing seven little friends
These
present were: Larry Proctor, KaMrs. Kennedy Crane entertained
dine Burpee, Donna Newhall, Ro the Rug Club Friday for an all-day
land Merriner, Katie Merriner, session at the Crane cottage at
Judy Nason and Patty Greeley. Re Dynamite Beach.
freshments of sandwiches, cookies,
punch, candy and Ice cream and a
Memibers of* the Wednesday Eve
beautiful birthday cake were sefted. ning Club and their husbands were
A prize at each plate was enjoyed entertained Thursday night by
by the children. The table was dec Mrs. David L. McCarty and Mrs.
orated in patriotic colors. Mrs. Au Walter C. Ladd at the McCarty cot
gustine Newhall, and Bobby’s tage at Crescent Beach, for picnic
mother, Mrs. Augustus Stone, served supper and cards. These present
were Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Mou
the refreshments.
laison, Mr. and Mrs. Louis B Cook.
kVlslt Lucien K. Green <fe Son’s Mr and Mrs. John A. Chisholm, Mr.
«?ond floor, 18 School street, Odd and Mrs. Ray A. Foley. Miss Anne
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur McLaughlin, Dr. and Mrs. James
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate F. Burgess, Mr. McCarty, Mr.
prices.
Otf Laddl and Donald Perry.

venth Cross”

he weekend.
ry Leonard arrived**
um Missouri. He will
fflth when he reports
rrida. Corp. Howard
pd Saturday night
Texas and after an
1 go to California.
Creighton returned
isiting Mrs. Charlea
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find the hill-top shln-

below the earth 19
th mist.
mned the attitude all

Miss May Jones of Talbot avenue
spent the week-end at her home in
Hartford, Ccnn , with her brother,
who is home cn furlough.

....

E-

Bunker and Frankie Luizza.

I

Mrs Crace Rollins will entertain
Miss Rose F. Whitmore of Rock
Hatetoquitit Club Wednesday for land. whose engagement to Stephen
picnic dinner and cards at her Hol Germich of Forty Fort, Penn., was
iday Beach cottage.
announced in Friday's Lsue.

Mrs. Leroy F. Hussey of Augusta,
state regent of the Maine Society,
Daughters of the American Revolu
tion, is making plans for the Fall
meeting of the organization to be
held Sept. 30 with Mary Kelton
Dummer Chapter in Hallowell. State
and Naticnal officers will be present
including, Mrs. Frank Nason of
Scituate. Mass., national chairman
of the Historical magazine of the
D. A. R.

Educational Club members are re
quested to consider their first choice
of subject for ten minute talks or
papers for the 1945 year of sutdy
to present at next Oct. 20 picnic.
Mrs. Lena Merrill will then again
serve as hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Rising and
daughter, Linda, who have been
visiting Mr. Rising's mother, MrsHarry T. Rising, have returned to
Reading, Mass.

The
Congregational
Church
group,, The Odds and Ends, will
meet tomorrow night at 7.30 at the
home of Miss Betty Beach, High
land avenue. Assisting hostesses
will be Miss Betty McAlary and
Mrs A L. Vose has returned home Mrs. Mildred Edwards.
from a week’s visit at Lake Me
Mr. and Mrs. William Lobley of
gunticook, where she has been the
Camden were in Rockland yesterday
guest of Cora and Gecrge Hall.
c*n their way to North Haven.
Miss Eleanor Iff. Bird, a teacher
in tlie Augusta schools, spent the
Miss Dea Perry was guest of honor
week-end with her parents, Mr. and at a supper party Monday at her
new home on Camden street to cel
Mrs. Henry B. Bird.
ebrate her 13th birthday. Present
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar E. York of were: Miss Dorothy Christoffersen,
Springfield, Mass., are visiting Mr. Miss Jeanette Seliger, Miss Betty
and Mrs. Calvin A. Sherman.
Griffith, Miss Arlene Cross, Miss
Gail Clark. Miss Virginia Manning,
Miss Carolyn Steeves, Miss Claire
Brickley and Alfreda Doris Perry.
Games were played and a radio
program presented by those attend! ing. Dea was remembered with
' many lcvely gifts.

ikied with wild petaled

res are broken near the

Hears Several Timely and
Interesting Talks—Mem
bership Drive

Byron Chaples celebrated his
ninth birthday Sept. 9 by efttertaining nine cf his little friends on the
lawn at his home at 13 Maverick
street Games and singing were
enjeyed during the afternoon. By
ron received tnany gifts. Refresh
ments cC ice cream, cake, marshmaik-ws and pop were served. Each
child received an American flag
from the birthday cake. Those
present were: Jane Polkey, Janet
Polkey, Christine Car verson, Imer
Carverson, Alley Gray, Charlotte
Dean Bobby Bunker, Richard

Mrs. Madelyn Rawley Turner and
son Eric have gone to Alamagento,
N. M., tc join her husband an Army
technician. Mrs. Turner and son
have spent the Summer in this city
a.s guests of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs Jasper E. Rawley.
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A WARM ROBE
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FOR THE COMING WINTER

at weary their weight

down Hls sunlight full
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sffch beauty could be
the mist still has Its
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|es of water in the Bay,
old history unfolding,
Is Head, with finger to
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hand Belfast—an emer-

Miss Mary I. Jones, proprietor
of Central Beauty Salon, has re
turned from a vacation spent at a
cottage in Martinsville. She had
as guest her cousin, Miss Dea Perry.

Mrs. Marion Munsey is home from
Nahant, Mass., where she spent the
Summer.

Women’s and Children’s

?t.

brilliants—steeped In

Mrs. Cora L. Haraden. Olive Man
chester and Mary Wellman hqve
returned from Boston where they
attended the capping exercises at
the New' England Deaconess Hos
pital. Miss Leona Wellman was one
: of 19 student nurses to receive her
cap.

tate, how full you are
cup with life ln every

V.

/Mi

daughters leave your
Jleys,
in to write an epitaph!
Mabel Gould Demers
Vatervllie.

WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY,

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
Evening Show» at 6.20, 8.30

’ICTURE OF THE YEAR
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LADIES’ ROBES!
CORDUROYS, sizes 12 to 20, $6.98 to $11.50
WOOLENS, sizes 12 to 20,
$9.50 to $12.50
ARALACS, sizes 12 to 4C,
$9.75
QUILTED, sizes 16 to 44,
$9.75 to $12.50
TAFFETAS, sizes 14 to 20,
$12.95

CHILDREN’S ROBES!

this

WOOL FLANNELS,sizes 2

to $4.98
BEACON FLANNELS, sizes 1 to 16.................. ..................................... $1.59 to $3.98
CORDUROYS, sizes i to 16...........................................................................$2.98 to $3.98
INFANT’S ROBE SETS wlth bootees.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $3.98

MAKE
e-forgotten

ase remem-

to 16.................................................................. $3.98

Hume Cronyn, Jessica Tandy
Agnes Mooretoead, Herb Rudley
Felix Bresart

THE BUMSTEADS

LATEST NEWSREEL

this time in

Are At It Again

“FOOTLIGHT GLAMOR”
LAST TIMES TODAY
Today, 2.00, 6.00, 8.30

ARTHUR LAKEPENNY SINGLETON

JUST ARRIVED!

and DAISY
Plus
This Chiller-tfhriller
ITS

WARhERS sensational

"Mft.

The Wonder Cleaner
j

Two Gallons for $1.29
Save Your Clothes and Money By

IV
m. with Jack Haler,

TUES., WED., THURS.

Featuring

“RENUZIT”

rk

Mrs. Lena Merrill was hostess to
the Educational Club Friday. After
the opening exercises a very inter- !
esting address was given by E. Carl
By K. S. F.
Moran. Different aspects of City
Government and varying forms of
On the heels of the huge success
taxation were ably discussed by
him; also the pros and cons of the of his first venture as a producerState Amendment on which the star. Eddie Cantor of the big eyes,
has been signed to a deal by RKOpeople voted last Monday.
Mr. Mcran answered many ques Radio studios to do another musi
tions and the lively discussion was cal, again to function as producer
and star. All who saw “Show Busi
greatly enjoyed.
*
Following Mr. Moran’s talk. Miss ness at the strand will look eagerly
Eleanor M. Dougherty of the Cen for this second venture.
• • • •
tral Maine Power Company's staff
When he ran for his third term,
addressed the club. “The Post WarMr.
Roosevelt never dreamed that
Home” was her subject, and in a
he
would
ever run for a fourth. He
delightful and vivid manner she
said
so
himself,
at the time. He said:
led her hearers through the rooms
“
When
the
(next)
term is over,
ct the home that is to be—flrst to
there
will
be
another
President.”
the living room with softly lighted
Now
that
he
is
running
for a
lamps and radio with television,
fourth term, Mr. Roosevelt never
where you will be able to sit in an
dreams that he will ever run for a
easy chair and see as well aa hear
fifth. He has said so himself. He
your favorite radio programs.
has said:
On through the dining room with
‘Tt seems wholly likely that, with
its cunningly devised indirect light
in the next four years, our armed
ing to the kitchen where the mis forces—will have gained a complete
tress of the house will no longer victory over Germany and Japan—
have any hard work, but will set the Whenever that time comes, new
clock on the oven of the new eleec- hands will have full opportunity to
tric stove and go to club meeting or realize the ideals which we seek.”
party, finding on her return the
That’s a promise. —Bangor News.
meal ready to put on the table.
• « « •
The new dish-washer was fully
Circumstances may at times tie
explained by Miss Dougherty, also a you down, but you will come out al
washing-machine that does every right if you are not fit to be tied.
9 9 • •
thing but hang cut the clothes. The
new electric refrigerator with its
I have aften noticed this fact,
several different temperatures will where one finds a pussy-footer, one
be a feature of the post-war kitchen. is very apt to find him a sour puss
In the bedroom of the home will as well.
• • • •
be found special arrangements of
chairs and lights, to enable one to
Wife: ’Do you think it’s possible
read or sew and thus really enjoy that our daughter has a one track
the room. In her charming manner, mind?”
Husband: “Yes, and I have long
Miss Dougherty made the Pest-War
suspected there's a troop train on
Home a clear and vivid picture.
Two very lovely original poems it.”
• • • •
were then read by Miss Julia Mar
Mrs. Young who is much inter
den, club member from Baltimore.
ested
in the fine trees of this State,
Dr. Bordeaux-Sisco addressed the
tells
me the Cucumber Tree she
club , speaking on preparation for
used
to
play under in Gardiner, !s
the 25th anniversary of the Educa
still
a
healthy
growing member of
tional Club which will take place
the
tree
family.
next May. A committee for special
• • • •
work to gain new life members and
The highest lighthouse on the Pa
extra membership was chosen, com
cific Coast is at Cape Mendoclna,
prised of Mrs. Ida Simmons, Mrs.
Hazel Woodward and Mrs. Eula Calif. This structure is 422 feet
above sea level.
Gerrish. This committee is to re
... .'
port at the next meeting.
Volcanic hot water from springs
After box-lunch, with coffee
in Iceland is piped into the officers’
served by the hostess, the evening quarters and public swimming pools
session was resumed.
and offices for use and comfort.
The speaker was Rev. James Barr
• • • •
of Rockpcrt. The attitude of the
Statistics show that Americans
Methodist Church in regard to war spent more than six billion dollars
was discussed by Mr. Barr. He told for liquor ln 1943. Seme spree!
of decisions at the General Confer
• • ■ •
ences of the Church before and
Since the year 1869, Methodists
after this war began and read com have held an encampment for re
ments by the editor of the Chris ligious purposes at Ocean Grove,
tian Century.
N. J. They were one of the pioneers
In an able and convincing manner in such enterprises. Ocean Grove
he explained his Church's stand on is still kept as sacred ground. No
this question of war and peace, and pleasures and no automobiles are
cne fact emerged—that “God has allowed in Ocean Grcve on Lord's
a stake in this war.” though each in Day. None of these restrictions in
dividual has a right to his own in terfere in the slightest way with the
terpretation of theee questions.
success of the religious meetings.
An open forum followed, and Mr. This year the attendance at the au~
Barr answered many questions on a ditorium is greatly increased over
variety of different subjects, delight that of 1943.
• • • •
ing his hearers with a fund of hu
Take time, these soft days, to fol
morous anecdote and specialized
low
paths beneath the wooded
knowledge.
spaces,
where timbered lovliness
Among the members at the meet
spreads
arms to welcome one to
ing were six life members and three
coolness and fragrance of fern and
charter members.
flower.
E. H. B„ Secretary pro-tem.
• • • •
Deep in my heart is memory
E. F. A. Club was entertained last
Of
silver sea-blue sky—
week by Mrs. Annie Collamore for
Pale
horizons and murmurings
cards and luncheon. Honors at
Of
laping
waves near by.
bridge went to Mrs. Grace Rollins,
Of
hand
in
mine quietly
Mrs. Millie Thomas and Mrs. Nellie
And
heart
wildly
beating
Newbert.
I asked this privilege of her
To always keep on keeping.
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make it that
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WILLARD. E. GORDON

Educational Chib
This And That

SENTER GRAIN E'S

id swept spot the sun

of everlasting flowers;
-luefoll and the high
erry. ;
ini whose petals fell ln

Engaged To Marry
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ROCKLAND. ME.

Willard E. Gordon, 47 of 52 Wind
sor street, employed for the last 22
years as hoisting engineer at Nor
ton Co- died Sept. 15 in Hahnemann
Hospital. Born in -Rockland, Me.,
son of Mrs. Lillian (Simmons) and
the late Arthur Gordon, he had
1 lived in Worcester 36 years. He was
a member of Quinsigamcnd Ledge,
IjOOIF.

i

Surviving besides his mether in
Worcester , are his widow, Mrs
Franses (Leland) Gordon; a daugh
ter, IRuth J., wife of James W.
Greene, also of this city, and an
aunt, Mrs. P. M. (Fulton of Clarks
burg, W. Va.
Funeral services were held at
Oa^well-King Co, Rev. Milton A
Slade of Adiams Square Baptist
Church.officiating. Burial was in
Hope cemetery. — Worcester Tele
gram.
MARY E. WOOD

Funeral services for Mrs. Mary E.
Wood, widow of Ernest Wocd were
held at the Burpee funeral home
Sept. 4, with Rev. Charles A. Mar
staller officiating. Burial was at the
Sea View cemetery.
She leaves a brother, Charles H.
Cables of New’ London, Conn; two
sons, Alden L. Tyler of this city,
and John S. Tyler who is with the
army overseas, and' two daughters
Mrs. Louise Randall of Rockland,
and Mrs. Evelyn Voyer of Medford,
Miass., and three, grandchildren
Mrs. Donald G. Crie is a patient
at Waldo County Hospital, Belfast.
The Poetry Fellowship of Maine
meets at the Elmwood Hotel, Water- I
ville this Saturday from 11-4. The
projects are Lyrics and Narrative
Poems.
Afternoon lecture, “What
to work for and What to Avoid in
Writing Poetry.”

Mr. and Mrs. Francis Bickford
have closed their Summer home on
Belfast road and returned to their
New York home for the Winter.
Mrs. Paul Bickford had been a guest
at their Summer heme for some
tiine. Their daughter Barbara has
returned to Oak Grove School where
she is a Senior and will complete
her work there with special honors,
having been a student of distinction
ah though her course

CAPT. jDONALD ROBBINS
Word has been received of tfie
death of Capt. Donald E. Robbins,
Aocky Mountain Hospital, Stoningten, Conn. Capt. Robbins had been
ln poor health for the last 10 years
and was transferred last February
from a hospital in New York to
Connecticut, he died Aug. 26. He
was born at West Tremont, April
17, 1886. sea of the late Lena
(Tinker) and Wilder Robbins. He
attended the schools of West Tre
mont and Northeastern Business
School.
4
Capt. Robbins is a World War One
Veteran, having enlisted in the
U.SNRF., March 28, 1917, serving
as B.M. lc on USS. Wissahickon.
He was employed for a number
of years by the Rockland & Rcck
port Lime Corp., on their barges, the
last one being the Rockville.
He was second assistant keeper
of Boon Island, Cape Neddick and
Sequin Lights being forced to leave
the lighthouse service due to poor
health. He was a member of St.
Bernard Lodge of Tremont.
Although not a member of any
church, he attended the Episcopal
and Methodist churches.
Capt. Robbins is survived by his
widow, formerly Arathusa Mans
field of Rockland; two daughters,
Arlene Favreau of Rockland and
Norma C. Sargent of California;
two sons, Pvt. Norman Robbins, U.
S. Army and Donald, Jr., of Rock
land; three grandchildren—James
and Frederick Favreau of Rockland
and Linda of California;
two
brothers, Raymond of Tremont and
Wilder of New London, Conn.; a
half-brother, Rhialdo of Bangor.
Burial was in the family lot at Mys
tic, Conn.

Miss Ethel Smalley is home from
Washington, D. C. on her annual
vacation.

Misses Mary and Martha Hall,
who are at Elwell’s Point, Spruce
Head, are to occupy one of the
apartments in the E. L. Spear block,
shortly.
Miss Virginia Witham, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Witham, has
entered Kent’s Hill Junior College.

Lieut. John W. Myrose, U. S.
Navy chaplain, who has been sta
tioned at Rockland with the Coast
Guard, has been transferred to the
West Coast. Mrs. Myrose and
their two children left yesterday for
Mrs. Myrose’s home in Atlantic
City, N J. The Myroses have been
occupying the Carl F. Snow resi
dence on Talbot avenue this Sum
mer.

PERMANENT

FLATTERY

Miss Mildred Gillette of Arling
ton, Mass., is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Hervey C. Allen.
V
\
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BARGAIN DAY—TODAY
FRED ASTAIRE

Be lovelier, more vibrant,

PAULETTE GODDARD
in

“Second Chorus”

No

and

“Find The
Blackmailer”

with

our
a
new cold permanent wave.
more

alluring

heat

applied.

"Does

away with dry, brittle hair

. . . gives life and luster.

$10 and $15
WEDNESDAY- THURSDAY
LUCILLE BALL
DICK POWELL

Gilberts Beauty

in

Salon

“Meet The People”

PHONE 142
375 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
•

tfTtt

K. S. F.

t • •
This hay fever period is on and
the sneeze and wheeze which comes
from the ragweed will get you if
you don’t watch out. Pull up every
ragweed you see and all your asth
ma friends will bless you. Destroy
them before they do you ln.
9

t j9 9 9 9

For Cheese Sauce
2 tablespoons butter or margarine

2 tablespoons flour
1 cup milk
’4 teaspoon salt
Dash of cayenne
% .lb. cheese, finely sliced
Make white sauce of butter, flour,
and milk. Add cheese and stir un
til it is entirely melted. Cover
cooked vegetables with cheese sauce.
Set in a pan of hot water and bake
in a moderate oven (360° F.) until
heated through—about 20 minutes.
Serves six.
• 9 9 9

Someone pipes up with this broad
cast, “Parrots do not whistle.” This
person has never owned a parrot
‘tis quite evident. He can go way
back and sit down with the person
who says, “The winds never laugh,”
and the one who says, “The dog
never sings.”

They all do lt.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT!
w •

OPENING SAT, SEPT. 23

CHARLOTTES SCHOOL
OF DANCING
- 4
.
Miss Madelyn Oliver, conducting

Tower Room, Community Building
Rockland, Maine

Children from the ages of 4 to 7, at 12 o’clock.
Children from the ages of 7 to 12, at 12.45.
Girls and Boys over 12 years of age, at 1.30.

•Ballet, Tap, Acrobatic, Modern and Ballroom
Dancing Taught By Experts
All those interested please register at

Chamber of-Commerce Office, Community Building,
on Sept. 14,15, and 16
73-75

Tuesday-Friday
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From “The Exciter”

Needs Thousands

Municipal Research

Interesting Gossip Concern With the “Big Push” Yet To Installment of Committee Re
port Relating To Revenues
Come, U. S. Navy Is Seek
ing Local Employees of
and Taxation
ing Young Men
the Central Maine
Seventeen-year-old youths and
Busy correspondents of "The Ex
citer,” Central Maine (Power Com men from 38 to 50, with at least
pany's magazine, furnish these three years of High School, and a
little knowledge of mathmetics,
items for the current issue:
Division Manager H. *P. Blodgett science and simple radio, are greatic doing some extensive interior ly in demand as applicants for the
painting at his cottage at Megun- | Navy-S Radio Technician Training
ticook Lake, ably *assisted in thia l Program. To qualify, applicants
brush work by Mrs. Blodgett.
will be given the Commander Eddy
"Honey" iDougherty, new home
service advisor in this Division, has Test, based on the above-mentioned
been attending the local canning subjects. Successful applicants wifi
center every (Friday, and has been be enlisted as Seamen First Class
very helpful to them. This has at $66 00 per month with subsist
also furnished her with some very ence, lodging and free medical and
dental care.
helpful contacts.
With the big push yet to come in
iWhlle on the (subject of canning,
the
Pacific consistent with the Navy
Miss Dougherty has done window
Department
’s recent announcement
canning every Thursday since she
that
600000
men will be needed be
has been at (Rockland, and this ac
tween
now
and July of 1945 to
tivity has created a great deal of
bring
the
Navy
up to its full
interest. Nearly every woman— and
some of *the menfolks, too—have strength, thousands of trained
either stopped to watch or have Radio Technicians will be needed
come in for an interview and to when the all-out effort to crush
get recipes. It seems we have Japan gets underway.
Men interested in Naval service
given out hundreds of canning
are seriously urged to get in touch
recipes this Bummer.
During a recent hot spell, our very with Petty Officer 2c, W. J. Mullen,
old friend. Less Cross, who is a mer- i Jr. who will be at the U. S. Employchant directly across the street from ' ment Office in Rockland on Friday
the office, has been in daily with his I from 9 a. m. unflll 3.30 p. m Women
glass jar to obtain drinking 'water . between 20 and 36 are urged to get
from our water cooler. Less says it ■ *n touch with Mr. Mullen during
Is "the coolest water and the best bis visit to Rockland this week.
Company" anywhere around.
Our water cooler has been a wel er Lloyd Miller has pedalled a good
come relief to all during hot many miles on this machine this
weather, and hardly a day has gone season, making deliveries and doing
by that Lutie Jones hasn’t had to errands. You'd be surprised how
play f'Daddy” and lift small chil much they miss ‘‘Susie.’’
This certainly has been a very
dren up for a drink.
Division Accountant A. J. Murray busy season in all departments this
has been bn vacation the past | season, due to a minimum crew and
week, spending the time at his very : more business than usual. This is
pleasant home on Talbot avenue, , particularly true in our Service Dewhere he has bn ideal place to rest partment, -where the oldest appliand picnic right in his own back- ances have been dug out and
yard.
brought in- for repair. Lutie Jones
Lamont Roberts of the Service feels the service men have done
Department has been vacationing.
more than excellent Job.
Kathleen Duff, telephone opera
tor In the Rockland office, has been
APPLETON
on vacation, spending the time at
At the last meeting Sept. 12. of
the Georges Valley Grange, the
home.
Three Ameses will be on vaca charter was draped for Pvt. Steven
tion the (coming week from the Conant who lost his life in Italy.
iRockland district—Beulah Ames The First and Second Degrees will
from the office; Lyford Ames from be conferred on three Candidates
the Service Department and Hilton Sept. 26. A light lunch was served
Ames from the meter department. j at last meeting. The regular FriTogether with Mrs. Hilton Ames day night dances will be held in
they will spend the week at Jeffer- Community Hall while our Charter
eon Lake.
1
Is draped.
Our service department bicycle is
Buv War Bonds and Stamps
on the “blink" temporarily. Help-

Chapter IV

11. Eliminate The Poll Tax, be
cause* 1) personal taxes can better
be reversed to the Federal or State
government <the present poll tax
could better become the minimum
income tax payment or fliing fee,)
*2) the cost of administration is too
great in proportion to the yield, (3)
lt has been wrecked by legislative
allowance of too many exemptions,
and (4) it is the regressive tax,’not
based on ability to pay. The Rock
land 1944 tax of $3 was levied on
2,264 incividuals for a total of $6,
792, so the yield is small. There are
870 individual exemptions, princi
pally for military service <past and
present) and for need.
The tax is difficult to collect; the
cost of full collection is prohibitive,
and failure to do so is discrimina
tory. In many cases it is paid by
citizens already paying a property
tax. The one argument tor this
tax—that it causes tax conscious
ness—hardly works in the case of
those who are exempt or those who
already pay a direct property tax.
As ter the others, it does not seem
to have any such salutory effect in
actual practice. Since the State
only receives one cent per poll, it
would never know the difference
financially if the tax were repealed.
12. Revise Service Charges For
Current Services, in order to recov
er all costs, as these services are in
dividually rendered and are on a
benefit basis. The Individual re
cipient of the benefit should expect
to pay at least the cost, which is
easily measurable, and seme profit
(but not to the extent of creating
excessive charges) is clearly possi
ble, tho small.
13. State Administrative Assist-'
ance In Taxing Local Sources Of
Revenue Is Essential, because the
larger administrative unit can do so
more efficiently. The great need
today is another tax like the prop
erty tax which the city can admin
ister to tax its own resources inde
pendently; maximum local-self gov
ernment depends upon the discov
ery and use of such a new local
source. Until such a tax is devel
oped, state administrative assist
ance is necessary in order to over
come such heavy reliance upon the
property tax. No city should place
on the property tax alone, the en
tire burden of the expense of mun
icipal functions because (1) it is
not an equitable basis for determin-

-'-j?

What’s the Rush?

ing ability to pay, and

(2) if the

rate is at all reasonable, the yield
is insufficient to cover performance
of essential municipal functions.
Ability to pay is the sound basis for
taxation; regressive taxes such as
the

property

tax

should

be

em

ployed only if taxation based on
ability-to-pay is also utilized.
In 1943 Maine only expended $8.18
per capita for aid to local govern
ments, whereas the country-wide
average of all States was $13.75 per
capita (U. S. Census. State Finan
ces: 1943, Vol. 1, No 19. pi.) Maine
should at least do as well for Its lo
cal communities as the average
State, which it is plainly not new
doing; if it would do so, the proper
ty- tax burdenaiwould be reduced.
The answer is that our local re
sources must be tapped by some
other means than the property tax,
and for administrative convenience
must be tapped by the State, but
some of the yield from such taxes cn
our local resources must, as lt of
right should, he returned to us.
There are at least four ways in
which the State can give property
tax relief: (1) State assumption of
local functions, (2) State Grant-inAid, (3) State Collected-Locally
Shared Tax, and (4) State admin
istered tax on local property for lo
cal benefit, with no strings attached.
14. State Assumption Of Local
Functions Is Not Desirable because
it results In reduction of local self
government; tax relief can be ac
complished without such surrender.
We appreciate that citizens must
be served properly; that past fail
ures at both the local and State
levels have concentrated functions
in Washington. We propose to re
verse the trend in the only practi
cable wdy, ie., reorganize and
streamline the form of our local
government, have the best available

of this type of aid would mean our ly (the utilization of the right level
local budget would be made in Au cf government to perform a definite
gusta Instead of in Rockland City function.
Hall; (4) they are too great a temp
Of course consistency with our po
tation for outside control of our lo sition that only our own taxes are
cal affairs other than financial, a being returned to us requires that
deference to the "controller of the distribution be limited to tax col
purse strings"; and (5) they mean lections clearly demonstrated to
proportionate loss cf local self-gov have their origin in Rockland. For
ernment. as the city loses control example, the amount of taxes paid
over determination of functional ex by Rockland citizens for motor ve
penditures, and citizen interest de hicle licenses is a matter of record
creases. This is a very thinly dis at the State House without further
guised “bribe" to a local government investigation: the distribution of a
to surrender its self-government. reimbursing grant up to the limit of
Regardless of the merits of the that figure would be clearly a reim
functions sought to be furthered by bursement of taxes paid by Rock
the grant-ln-ald. none of these ob land citizens on Rockland property.
jectives is as important as the pre We therefore recommend a sharing
servation of ’ocal self-government. of the motor vehicle license tax to
The foregoing applies to the the local governments on basis of
grant-in-aid as fundamental aid. If origin of the tax yield.
the local government is made finan
Naturally there should be no
cially sound by other methods, so strings attached to this reimburse
that it is financially able to consid ment. If Rockland collected these
er a "grant-in-aid" and "take it or I taxes itself, there would be no
leave it." we have no objection to, • strings attached: the mere fact that
in fact we can see real advantages the State performs the administra
in this type of aid. We do not join tive service of collection of part of
the chorus of objectors to the prin Rockland’s taxes is no justifiable
ciple of the giving unit establishing basis for attaching conditions to the
conditions to the grant because we reimbursement other than our pay
realize that the giving unit has the ment of our just share of cost of
responsibility of insuring proper administration.
(To Be Continued)
expenditure of public funds and
therefore just can’t hand them out
without check-up.
But if State assistance (as it is
right now in Maine) is limited
principally to this method of aid, so
that as far as the City is concerned
it is a case of “Hobson’s choice,”
then we object to this method in
principle for the reasons above
stated. We still“beware Greeks
bearing gifts;’’ we have much more
need to beware State official
“Greeks” when their “gifts" (usually
a return of only a part of our own
money!) are conditioned upon the

MP BUYING WMBONDS

personnel in public office, and re- (loss °* local independence.

form the tax system, so we can ren
der the type of public service the
public needs
We do not say that the functions
which we feel we should administer
locally are solely cf local concern;
the contrary Is often true. Educa
tion, for example is clearly a mat
ter of state and national interest.
The state and nation simply can
not allow localities, either thru their
ignorance or penuriousness to stunt
the educational growth of our chil
dren who are to become citizens of
Maine or some state, and of the
United States.
The penalties of poor education,
poor sanitation, poor environment,
engendering crime, etc., do not fall
solely upon the directly affected
persons or alone upon the City in
which they may happen to reside,
perhaps temporarily.
The city
therefore must perform its proper
functions and perform them well;
if it doesn’t, the State or Nation
should take over such functions and
perform them, in our own best In
terest. We contend, however, that
our local government can be suffi
ciently well organized and manned
with the type of personnel that can
perform these functions, if the tax
system is revised to make such per
formance financially possible, and
that is exactly what we propose.
Nor does our “localism" imply pro
vincialism. We realize interdepen
dence of people, business and gov
ernment. Old ideas must be radi
cally changed: new challenges must
be met. We still say that in this
new era there is properly and nec
essarily an even more prominent
place than ever for strong and effi
cient local government, and we see
no reason why that objective can
not be attained in Rockland
15. State “Grants-In-Aid" Are Not
A Desirable Fundamental Aid
Method, because (1) they do not
provide net revenue assistance, be
ing “stimulative" of still further lo
cal expense to earn the grant; (2)
they cause undue emphasis on such
functions selected by the State for
such aid. to the detriment of other
functions equally meritorious but
for which ver y little money is left
available; (3) they are bad public
finance for the locality, as extension

We reject all-proposals, no matter
how alluring they may appear,
which tend to take away from our
citizens the priceless heritage of lo
cal self-government.
16. State' Adminlstered-Locally
Shared Tax Gn State-Wide Proper
ty Is Not A Desirable Fundamental
Aid Method. While such a method
does have the advantages cf provid
ing revenue for the general funds,
without strings, and without stimlating further local expense (evils
of the grant-in-aid) there are some
very real Objections: (1) lt Is bad
public finance for the £tate to ‘ ear
mark” tax proceeds; (2) it is bad
publid finance for the local unit be
cause the income is unstable, de
pending as it dees on the uncertain
and changing annual yield of a
specific tax source, and the local
community (unlike the State) can
not stand instability of revenue
since it has no other tax sources
to tap; (3) distribution is difficult to
determine, because if origin is the
basis that is impossible to determine
in the case Of many taxes, and if
any other basis such as need is em
ployed, It is difficult to determine or
to defend; and (4) proceeds may be
terminated, or basis of apportion
ment changed at any time by the
State, resulting in chaos for the lo
cal budget. This type of revenue is
too uncertain a reed upon which to
lean for local financial independ
ence; as an “extra” there is of
course no objection from the stand
point of the local government.
17. State Administered Tax On
Local Property For Local Benefit Is
Recommended because (1) It is
better public finance for the State,
as it is a definite grant out of gen
eral funds; (2) the State instead of
the locality is better able to handle
the variation In residue of the yield,
being the balance after a definite
amount is paid to the City; (3) it
provides unencumbered funds for
the City’s general funds, which is'
the City’s real need if we are to
have local self-government, and (4) ■
it is not inconsistent with retention
of local independence, as it is noth
ing more than the State adminis
tering ,for us a tax on our own re
sources and returning to us a part
of what is very definitely our own
citizens’ tax money, this being mere-

night thousands of svrvicw men end woman

dosh to tho nearest telephones to talk with
families and friends at home. Most of tho

Long Distance calls from camps and naval
stations aro crowded into a few short h<^ru
Many circuits aro likely to bo crowded at
that time and it helps a lot whan you koop

Jamaica, Vt., Bept. 14
Editor of The Courier-Gazette'»

In his letter of Sept. 2 S. Newton
Broadfbent says, "That (which is ta
booed

automatically

become

de

sired. We in America learned dur
ing the Prohibition era that you
only increased a nation's thirst Tor
liquor by attempting to stop it.”
If that Is so what fools we are to
have laws that taboo stealing, mur
der and other crimes. Why not re
peal all' our laws that prohibit any
kind of evil doing What saints the
liquor interests must be to have
spent so much money in the repeal
of Prohibition and to toe spending
so much advertising their products
by print andi radio when they could'
increase the “nation’s thirst for
liquor” by flavoring e*no license” and
the restoration of Prohibition.
Yours for temperance,
Allison M. Watts
j---------------- ,
Subscribe to The Oourler-Oeaette.
•LOO u yeur

Relieve MONTHLY^

FEMALE MIN ‘
TOU Who Buffer such pain with tired,
nervous, "dragged out" feelings—
au due to functional periodic dis
turbance*—start at once—try Lydia
Plnkham’s Vegetable Compound
relieve such symptoms. Made
especially for women—<t helps na
ture/ Also a grand atomachlc tonic.
Follow label directions.

»

LYIMA L HNKHAM’S cS&kwnd

CARS
Any make, Any model, Any year.
pay the top ceiling price
and every purchase is handled promptly, and pleasantly.

If you have a car you can spare, now is the best time
to sell it

HAROLD B. KALER
TEL. 5-25
68-tf

WASHINGTON, ME.

u.

CUTLER’S
369 MAIN ST.

ONE DAY
ONLY

Wednesday

SEPTEMBER 20

. Scott Super-Bilt Fur Coats
(registered)

are now being featured at an amazingly
low price!

All Scott fur coats are 20* tax included!
NOW MORE BEAUTIF1#, .THAN EVER!

FAMOUS SOOTT SUPER-BILT FUR
COATS PRICED FROM
$99 to $699

A small deposit will reserve your

choice of fur coat. . . don’t delay!

Here are some of the many typical
examples
• Cat .Lynx Greatcoats
• Grey Dyed Kidskins
• Silvered Dyed Fox Greatcoats
• Raccoon Dyed Amer. Opossums
. • Sheared Beaver Dyed Mouton
Lambs
• Skunk Dyed American Opos

sum Ensembles

4 . > \

SHOULDN’T
YOU
BUY
ir'j mt mmmm hsh.

“WHAT FOOLS WE ARE”

• Dyed Caracul Lamb Coats
• Beaver or Seal Dyed Coneys
• Letout Silver Blend Raocoons
• Black Assembled Persian Lambs
• Sable Blend Muskrat Coats
• Orey Assembled Persian Lambs
• Northern Blended Muskrats
• Black Dyed Persian Paws
• Black Dyed Skunk Greatcoats
• Mink Blend Muskrats

YES!
Of

You may still use the famous Scott

Unique Payment Plan for your conveni
ence . . . weekly or monthly payments!

TRADE IN your old fur coat... Liberal
Allowance!

IF IT WILL
FURNISH your birds with Calcium Carbonate in proportions which will
not disturb the mineral balance of the feed, when used with commercial
mixed feed ot ngnnal calcium phosphorous level?
SUPPLY Roll-Crush Insoluble Granite Grit? •
SAVE labor,, One product to handle in place of two.

Definitely IMPROVE shell strength and texture?
This feature alone will help reduce costs.

Limeroll in your feed room gives you a constant supply of shell maker
phis an insoluble grinding agent.
Poultrymen have bought thousands of tons of Limeroll, not as a temporary
war substitute for oyster shell, but because of the results obtained with its

tho linos door from 7 to 10 for service meh

and women. That's about the best time for

them to call.

NIW fNQLAND TEL^THONE ft TELEGRAPH COMPANY

BUY A BAG TODAY

*

GIVE IT A FAIR TRIAL

Watch results. We believe you will become a LIMEROLL enthusiast.

allied

minERAisjnc.

west

cHEimsFORO.mass

Mf grs. of Roll-Crush Irsoluble Grande Grit

MORE WOMEN BUY SCOTT FURS THAN ANY OTHER . . . THERE MUST BE A
REASON WHY!
-.-'T .i..

'.'Vt
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